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APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION
.1666 Connecticut Avenu. N.W
Washington. 0 C. 20235

FOREWORD

The Congress mihdated in the 1975 am4ndments to the Appalachian Regional
Development Act that "...the Commission shall conduct a study and report on
_the status of Appalachian migrants in the destinations to which they have
migrated, current migration patterns and implications, and the impact
which the.Commission program has had, and the potential for such impact, on
outmigration and the welfare of Appalachian iigrants...." This report is
intended to fulfill the requirements of this charge. The primary-source is
the Social Security Admtnistration's continuous work history sample for
the 1965-1970 and1970-1975 periods.

Two additional reports be available in the near future which
supplement this study. Both will contain specialized information on
Appalachian migration. One report, based on special Census tabulations,
will cover detailed characteristics of Appalachian migrant groups for 1965
to 1970. The other will contain a comprehensive review of the literature
on Appalachian migration over the past two decades as well as an extensive
bibliography. Finally, the Commission's migration data bank which has been
developed over the study period" will be available for specialized
information requests.

The principal investigator for this report was Dr. Gary L. Fowler. He was
assisted by Jeff Rappaport. The Commission's staff coordinator for the
study was Dr: Jerome P. Pickard.

HENRY KREVOR
.Executive Director

Enclosure



A REPORT TO CONGRESS ON MiGRATION SUBMITTED BY

THE APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION

An Execu ive Summary

The large-scale migration of Appalachian people.long his'been considered

synonymous with poverty, unemployment and other socioeconomic indices of

distress in the Appa,achian Region.

public Commissions concerned with Appalachian development also concluded

that migration was symptomatic of pervasive regional problems. The Council

of Appalachian Governors (1959) and the President°S Appalachian Regional

Commission (PARC) considered Appalachia to be the locus of a set of

piroblems, one of which was high rates of selective outmigration. This

population "shift", PARC reported, "...offers most coniinding stat$stics

to prove the deficit of opportunities which pervade the entire region.

Americans have been apt students of the geography of opportunity -- their'

migrations have clearly marked the regions of growth and decline."

PARC's roster of deficits also included high rates of bnemployment; lack of

urbanization; ahd low levels of education and 'income, all of which were

indicators of the relative deprivation which faces people in the Region.

The Region had a net loss from migration of 400,000 people froni. 1965 to

1970. From 1970 to 1975,'it had a net 9ain from migration of 300,000

persons, or about 37 percent of the total net growth of 810,009 people.

This dramatic reversal of historical trends may raise significant policy

issues for Appalachian migrants and the Commission's regional development

program. A review of the literature Clearly demonstrates th4 little is

known about the migrants; the causes of migration and its consequences to

them, the Region and their destinations; and the relationships of mlgration

to Commission,programs.
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This i-eport is in response to the Congressional mandate in Section 119,

'paragraph (3), subsection (b), (3) of the Regional Development Act:of 175

(an amendment to Section 302 of the Appalachian Regional Development Act'of

1955):

(3) The Commission shall conduct a study and report.on the

* status of Appalachian migrants in the destinations to which they have

migrated, current migration patterns and implications, and the impact

which the Commission program has had, and the potential for such

impact, on outmigration and the weifate of App4lachian migrants. The

Commission is authorized to conduct-pilot projects and demonstrations

within the region in connection with such.study.

The scope of this study is defined within the-frame of reference of the

legislation and'of the available primary data source*

Data Sources

The primary migration data are from the Social Security Administration's

(SSA) Continubus Work History Sample (CWHS). For this report, the data are

from the CWHS 1 percent sample of first quarter earnings for 1965, 1970 and

1975

The CWHS is a uniquely detailed micro-data file suitable for the analysis

of migration. Data are -based on individuals in the labor force who are

covered by the Social Security program, and ore reported by place of

employment. The CWHS data have the advantage of tracing' the movements of

workers from job to 'job and from place to place, and report the wage

earnings associated with individuai mobility through time. The CWH5 data

'were tabulated for two peods: 1965 to 1970, and 1970 to 1975. These

periods which include the first decade of the Commission's activity,

approximate the timing of major socioeconomic and demographic changes

affecting thg Appalachian.Region. Additional basic data for 1965-tb 194p

were obtained from special tabulations of the 1970 CensUs of Population.



ation Areas

Data were,tabulated by multi-county geographical +pits, or "zones" which

gnoup togethercounties linked by close commuting ties or oriented to

regional centers;. smal/ifr centers and more rural areas are grouped into

residual zones. The zones are aggregated to form nine regions: the three

Appalachian subregions; ffve non-Appalachian regions in the eastern U.S.

and the western U.S. (west of the Mississippi River).

APPALACHIAN MIGRATION: AN OVERVIEW

The general structure of Appalachian migration and population

redistribution changed significantly in the decade from 1965 to 1975. The

Appalachian Region continued to havenet migration losses as a result of

exchange with other regions from 1965 to 1970. However, by 1975, the

.Region had a net gain as the result of significant chanies in the magnitude

and direction of selected migratic;Ntreams (see Table 1).

Domestic inmigration to Appalachia increased sharply from 1.2 million to

over 1.6 million in the later peciod (1970-75). In addition, the share of

inmigrants to Central Appalachia increased from 9 to 12 percent of the

total; those to Southern Appalachia, froM 44 to 46 percent of the total

number; while inmigrants to Northern Appalachia dropped from 47 to 42

Percent,of the Region's total. The absolute number of inmigranti'increased

in all subregions, with by far the largest gain in Southern Appalachia,

which consequently had the largest share of net inmigration to tpe Region

in 1970-1975, while the Northern subregion continued to experience net

outmigration, though af a much lower rate thin In the preceding five-year

period. -

In the 1J70-1975 period, domestic outmigration from Appalachia dropped

from .its earlier level of 1.6 million (in 1965-70) to 1.4million. Central
et



Table INTERREGIONAL MIGRATION PATTERNS
APPALACHIAN REGION MIGRATION INTERCHANGES

1965-1975'

(Baia in Thousands)

1465-1970
Non-Appalachian

Domestic Migration
Non-Appalachian Appalachian
Regions of . Net Into Out from
Ori5in or Destination Migration Appalachia Appalachia.

Northern regions
Southern regions

Western U.S.

U.S. Total

Northern regions

Southern regions

Westerb U.S.

U.S. Total

Outside U.S. and Armed
Forces

Total

/ -180 614 794
-134 436 570

-76 178 254

-390 *228 1,618

1970-1975

+200 741 541

+27 613 586

-64 22$ 289

+163 1,579. 1,416
ed. .

+103 +103 n.a.

+266 1,682* 1,416

* Includes estimated net return of Armed Fores-to the Region in civilian stat s
in 1970-1975.
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Appalachia's share of outmigration fell sharply to 7 percent, while the

Northern subregion Provided 54 percent of the totilitflow.and Southern

Appalachia, 39 percent. The absolute number of outmigrants is estimated to

have been lower for all three subregions.; The drop in outvivation

ncounted for,only just-over one-third of ihe total shift In Appalachian

domestic migration. The marked increasein inmigrat:on into the Region

accounted for almost two-thirds of the change in net Migration for

Appalachia.

In 1965-1970, nearly one-half (49 percent) of Appala hian outmigrants went

to northern regions; 35 percent of the total moved to southern regions, and

one-sixth (16 percent) went to the western U.S. (west of the Mississippi

River). The later migration period (1970-75) showed a marked shift: only

38 percent moved to northern regions, ffhile southern regions increased

their snare to 42'percent, and the west jumped to one-fifth (20 percent) of

all Appalachian outmigrants.

The flow of Appalachians.out of the Re9jon in the-1970-1975 perioo reflects

the shift in national movements of population with southern and western

. regions gaining relatively in comparison with the North, but net

inmi9ration into the Appalachian Region as a whole is a new phenomenon

whicn has not occurred for several decades at least.

mi i:ation of the Covered Work Force

The ''Appalachian Region work force increased from 4.6 to 5.3 million people

from 1965 to 1970. Entrants to, and exits from, the work force were the

largest sources of change, and on balance accounted for a net\i'ate of

increase of 16.1 percent. This was more than sufficient to offset the net

loss fioni interregional migration. From 1965 to 1970, a total of 1,074.4

thousand migrated to, within and from Appalachia. seventeen percent of

them were intra-Appalachian migrants, the majority i;.f whom remained -in the

same subregion. The other 893.1 thousand were interregional migrants. As

a result of their movements, the Rerion had a net migration rate of -2.1

percent (domestic migration).



Several cheracteristics of Appalachian labor force migration remained

constant throughout the 1965 and 1975 period. First, the majority of

Appalachians were nonmigrants. They either remained in the same zone or,

if they had moved, they returned before 1970 or 1975. This followed the

general trend of decline in other mobility rates as well. Second,

migroion rates were highest for interregional movement. Rates of intra-

Appalichian migration were low,.and the majority of those,who did migrate

within Walachia remained in the same subregion. Third, turnover rates

remained'relatively stable through time.

The migration shift to net inmigration was generally considered to be an

encouraging sign for Appalachian development. The fact remained, however,

that Appalachia continued to be the least-preferred major region in 'the

eastern United States for migrants from other places. The relatively low

outmigration rates from'other regions to Appalachia frum 1965 to 1970 were

understandable, as the Region continued to have net migratic41 loss'es.to all

other places. From 1970 to 19)5, the decline in the rate,c;f outmigration

fr:om Appalachia to the North was consistent with general changes in

ligration patterns at nation11 scale. However, the rate of migration friom

the North. to Appalachia reAined at a level which, was half that of

migration fron North 'to South, and- one-third that of migration to the

western U.S. People leaving other regions preferred Sunbelt locations to

Appalachia despite the fact that the Region had managed to gairil from

interregional migration.

MIGRANT WORX FORCE CHARACTRISTICS

Interregional Work Force Migration

Men are more mobi'le than women interregional Appalachian migration.

Among the white majoritj, men had the highest in- and outmigration rates,

as well as the highest turnover rates, during the 1965-1975 decade. They

also experienced the greatest absolute chdrige in migration rates, which

jii



rnt that tt,lo turnabout\in Appalachian. migrationin 1970-1975 w4s strongly

affitte4,6 shjfts in e magn'itUde and direction of migration of white

males. By 1975 theAtigration balance for males in the covered labor force

changed to net inmigration in each subregion. In general, the migration

rates of females were lower than for males and changed less dramatically

between 1965 and 1975. Furthermore, females had higher rates of

outmigration and lower rates of ihmigration than males:, in several

instances. In Northern Appalachia, labor force females continued to have a

net migration loss in 1970-1975 despite a reduction in the rate.

Selectivity of Migration Streams

-The selectivity of migration streams by sex and race introduce additional

complexity into patterns of interregional migration. The majority of
,

migrants leave the Appalachian Region. Wfth the exception of Central

Appalachia, the majority of the intra-Appalachian migrants remain in the

same subregion. However, there are significant differences by sex and race

in levels of 'mobility and preference of Appalachian migrants for other

subregions in the United States.

Males are more likely to rernain in Appalachia than females. The

differences were significant in both time periOds for Nerthern and

Southern. Appalachia, and foroirtral Appalachia in 19704975.

Adta.

Among migrant to the Nortt, males had hiller levels of preference for

the North. Central sybregion while females had higher levels of

reference for the Northeast. Amon mi rants to the South females

had higher levels of preference for the Southeast. These differences

were especially pronounced for Central Appalachian migrants durihg

the 1970-1975 period.

Age Selectivity of Appalachian Work Force MA9rants

Seven generalizations can iJe made about the age distributior of

interregion0 work force migrants for each of the three Appalachian

subregions.



migrants were younger than nonmigrants. This was true of all groups

in each subregibn for both time periods.

2. Outmigrants were younger than inmtgrants. The exceptions were in

Northerli Appalachia; where age distributions were siMilar, and in

A Central Appalachia, where male inmigrants were younger than

outmir,rants.

Pie bimodal a distribution common to the female labor force was

especially pronounced among migrants The critical a9e cohorts for

. female migrants were 25-29 and 35-54 (age at end of each period).

4. Both,Apoalachian inmigrants and inm r..ants from other reiions were

younger than nonmigrants at destination. This wAs true of all groLps

in all reions for both time periods.

regions. This was also true of all subregions for both time periods.

6. Through time, male Appalachian inmigrants_beLarTerelltlylx_yalEgtr

t-lian male inmigrants from other_regions.

7. The patterns oi\ age selectivity emfeAlLARpalachlan inmigrants tb

'reionsterothervnuchlessclear. Compared to female inmigrants

from otlieir regions, the bimodal age distribution characteristic of

cutmigrants from Appalachian subregions also appeared. Significantly

larger proPortions of Appalachian inmigrants were in the age cohorts

of 29 and less, and 45-64 than were inmigrants from other regions.

Selecti.vity by age generally follows expected patterns. That is,

nonmigrants inj,the Appalachian Region :and other places are older than

migrants; and Appalachian migrants are' younger than those from other

placey.' On the whole, Appalachian4 migration added a relatively. young
population to other places and, in combination with the age of inmigrants,

the.Appalachian Region's pOpulation became relatively older.



RELATIVE INCOME CHARACTERISTICS OF APPALACHIAN MIGRATION

Appalachian Migr7tion: A Review of Other Studies

summary, previous Studies of the personal income ben fits associated

Ln Appalachian migration suggest that the results of the decision to

17grate have been favorable for most. Although outmigrantS from Appalachia

naa lower incomes than nonmigrarits, they increased their' incomes more

rapidly than thesenonmigrants to reach levels which approximated those of

TeviouS inmigrants and long-term residents in the places to which they

oved. Cxcept for'return migrants, migrants to Appalachia had higher

incdmes than prevailed in the Region, although their income increased

elatively more slowly. The degree to which an individual migrant

oarticipated in these personal income benefits, however, depended upon

-)ex, race and distance migrated as well as other migrant.characteristics.

rschberg's 1968) analysis of Continuou5 Work History Sample data for

1957-1963 reported that:

.those Anci migrate increase their wages faster than those who did

not migrate; those who migrate long distances increase their wages

faster thin those who migrate short distances. 'Long-distance

Appalachian migrants increased their wages faster than short-distance

migrants; the latter in turn increased their wages faster than those

who have remained in Appalachia. Those who remained in Appalachia had

higher initial wages than those who migrated from Appalachia. Among

migrants, short-distance movers earned lower wages than long distande

movers.

The income benefits to migration were greater for men than for women, and

for whites than ffr blacks. Black males received lower absolute wages than

mite males, and ad lower rates of wage increase irrespective of their

migration decisions. o migrants to Appalachia had higher premlgration

incomes than outmigrants, although the rate of increase for inmtgrants was

slower.
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Measuring Relative Income Benefits

Determination of the personal income benefits assopiated with Appalachian

migration followS a methodology developed by Trott, Mason and Smith (1974)

to analyze the relative income characteristics of interregional migrants,.

The analysis is restricted to white males in the covered labor force

because of much smaller sample sizes for the interregional migration

streams of female and black Appalachians. White males were the majority of

the migrants, as well as the _group most strongly attached to the labor

f or ce

This study uses measures of relative income to compare migrants' earnings

With those of nonmigrants, at both origins and destinations, and to relate

absolute earnings gains to regional differentiah. Implicit in this

analysis is the assumption that differences in cost of living among areas

are reflected in differences in levels of average income (earnings of the

covered work force).

Incor___..lef3en_tfits for White Male Appalachian Mi rants

Period 1: 1965.to 1970. 'The income differentials among non-Appalachian

regions of the United States in 1965 followed a familiar pattern. Average
r

annual earnings of white male nonmigrants ranged from highs df $6,879 in

the North Central region and $6,751 in the Northeast to $5,347 in the South

Central region. The regions of Appalachia generally conformed to this

north-outh pattern, with an average of $6,060 in Northern Appalachia and

$5,198 in Southern Appalachia. Central Appalachia had an average of

$4,840, the lowest for any region.

Average premigration (1965) incomes of outmigrants were less than those of

,nonmigrants in each region. The largest difference was in Central

Appalachia, where the outmigrants' average premigration income was only 77

percent of the income zonal nonmigrants. In Northern Appalachia, the

premigration income ratio was 92 percent' and in Southern Appalachia, 89

percent, of the nonmigrant level.

1 4
-4. tt



By 1970, Appalachian migrants to most regions had achieved an income level

which was greater than that of nonmigrants in their region of origin. By

and large, all migrants improved their relative status as well. Exceptions

are those few cases with an index less than 1 in Table 2 (see able).

Northern Appalachian migrants improved their relative income position by

1970: Sot'ithern Appalachian migrants had mixed results, with an overall'

improvement in their position. In the case of Central Appalachia, migrants

improved their position significantly despite the relative loss in

position for seleCied streams. Southern and Central Appalachian

Outmigrants had significant income gains, and moved closer to parity with

nonmigrants at their destinations. However, their improvement was less

than that of migrants from all other regions, including Northern

Appalachia. Despite the gains in relative income to Appalachian migrants,

they generally did not achieve 1970 income levels equivalent to those of

migrants from other parts of 'the United States who moved to the same

destination regions.

Period 2: 1970-1975. The average premigration (1970) incomes of white

male migrants in the United States con6nued to be lower than those of

nonmigrants in their respective regions of origin (Tables 1V-3 and IV-6).

Central Appalachia cortinued to ,have the largest income differential

between outmigrants an4 nonmigrants although, in 1970, the premigration

incomes of outmigrants were about 82 percent of the nonmigrant average.

Although the pattern of migration was similar to the previous period, the

relative changes in income which resulted were not. The average

postmigration (1975) incomes which outmigrants achieved did not reach the

income levels of nonmigrants in Appalachia. Only selected migrant streaMs

reached parit;e with nonmigrant Appalachians in eacti region. Northern

Appalachians who migrated to the North Central, and Southern Appalachians

who moved to the West: clearly surpassed the incomes of nonmigrants in

their respective subregions of origin. For Central Appalachia, the average

postmigration income of outmigrants fell below the average income level of

nonmigrants in 1975.



Table 2

GAIN IN RELATIVE INCOME POSITIONS OF APPALACHIAN WHITE MALE OUTMIGRANTS
FROM REGION OF ORIGIN TO REGION OF DESTINATION

1965-1970

.Region of Origin

Northern Appalachia

Central Appalachia

Sou4ern Appalachia

*Region of Origin

Northern Appalachia

Central Wilalachia

Southern 'Appalachia,/

Northern Southern

Western U S.Northeast North Central Southeast Florida, South Central

1.02 1.06 (1.2) (1.0) (089) 1.11

((L8) (1.2) (1 1) (1.1) (0.9),

(0.8) (0.9) 1.07 (1.0) 1.08 0.99

1970-1975

Northern Southern.

Western U.S.Northeast North Central Southeast Florida South Central. .----!----

'0.92 1.02 (1.2) (1.0) (1.0) 0.93

.. .... .(1.0).. .... ..... .....(1.0)..... (1.1) (049)

(0.9) (0.9) 1,02 i, (1 0) 1.10 1.03

42"

NOTE: Data enclosed in parentheses 0 are based on small sample numbers which have.standard
deviations'of the earnings rangiqg upward frOm 10 percent to just over 30 percent ofthe base figure.,
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The"relative income positions of Apalachian migrants also changed in the

later period. Compared with 1965, the peemigration income position of

outmigrants in 1970 had remained similar in Northern and Southern

Appalachia, but had increased significantly, for Central Appalachian

migrants to the Northeast and the Southeast. The relative income posttions

of Northern Appalachian to t0e North Central region also increased, but

decreased among migrants to the South. Southern Appalachian outmigrants
A

generally fell below parity at their destinations. The general shortfall

of Appalachians' postmition (1975) income relative to the level of

nonmigrants at their destinations was in contrast to the previous period.

Compared with outmigrants froM Appalachia, inmigrants, on the average, had

slightly higher relative income positions in 1970 and, with the exception

of Central Appalachians, had improved them as a result of migration (1965-

1970). By 19751'the relative income position of inmigrants was on the

average, higher than for outmigrants.

The pattern of relative gain in the relative income positions of

Appalachian migration reflects the changes which occurred from 1970 to

1975. One important point in discussing income "benefits" of migration in

the later (1970-1975) period in contrast to the 19654970 period is the

secular recession of 1974-1975 which impacted the later period. It may

well have had a depressing effect on the 1975 incomes, therefore biasing

downward income comparisons with the earlier period. Anothee important

consideration is the growing relative economic position of Appalachia. As

its average income rose, it is reasonable to expect a decreased relative

advantage to be associated with leaving the Region.
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APPALACHIAN MIGRATION AND PUBLIC POLICY

s

The AppalachianlRegion i no longer*.a net exporter of people. From 1970 to

1975, Appalachia gained an estimated.810,000 people; 36 pvcent of the

increase was from net inmigration, the majority newcomers to the Region.
7/

There is no single measure to define the status and welfa?e of Appalachian

migrants. Migration itself is a means of increasing status and welfare:

getting job, or a better job; earning a higher income; and enjoying

better living conditions are important goals. "Adjustment" probleols are

assumed to accompany migration, if onlibecause people are moving into 4

relatively unfamiliar, uncertain environment. Various _studies have

explored dimensions of the adjustment of Appalachian migrants in order to

determine the relative success, or failure; of the.move.

The Appalachian's .job, income, position and other indices of socioeconomic

status are frequently used as ways to assess the effects of migration. The

definition of status.and welfare by a single measure of personal earnings

as is done in this report has advantages and disadvantages.. Although it is

a standard component of socioeconomic status, the relationship of income to

personal characteristics such as education, age, sex and race is sometimes

ambiguous. How well income represents other aspects of status and welfare,

such as behavior, attitudes, and intangible cultural values is not known.

The income measure used in this study places some limitations on

interpretations of the results. First', the CWHS data are for labor force

migration, not total population migration. However, people in the labor

force are the most mobile members of the population and ate particularly

responsth to income differentials. Second, earni* are based up(3n income

covered by Social Security employment. They do not 4nclude income from

pther employment, transfer-payments or asset incomes. Third, the data are

not good descriptions of peoRle who have unstable employment patterns. The

1s.
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coverage of the migrant data does not reflect the unemployed pbor;. entrants

intd the covered labor /force, those retiring and the old.
1

Analysis of income characteristics of white male Appalachian migrants in

the Continuous Work History Sample indicates that:

The premigration incomes of Appalachian outmigrants were below those

and 1970-75).

Central Appalachian migrants had the lowest incomes. - Northern

Appalachian migrant incomes were nearest to parity with nonmigrants.

Mos; Appalachian outmigrants at ther destinations equaled or

exceeded the incomes of nonmisrants in the Re ion in1965-1970.

Northern Appalachians were most successful in that sense. Central

Appalachians, despite large gains, did not reach parity with

nonmigrants in Appalachia. The largest'migration streams had the

highest rates of increase.

Most Appalachian outmigrants at their destinations did not achieve

the income level of nonmigrants in the Region in the period 197071975.

Outmigrants continued to increase their incomes, but intraregional

migrants and nonmigrants in Appalachia reached higher levels in 1975.

The recession and the 4-elative improvement in the Appalachian economy

may have affected these results.

Appalachian migrants improved Ilatt_jimmmLyosition relative to

Northern Appalachians had th'e best record and Central Appalachians

going to.the North Central region made significant.gains as well.

Southern Appalachians lost ground relatively in the North, and made

modest $mprovements in relative income positions elsewhere.
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.in 100-1975.

Migrants to Appalachia in both periods fiad incomes which were less

than the incomes of nonmijrants in the subrtsions from'which they

moved.

Those who went to Central Appalachia had the lowest incomes,. the

N6rthern Appalachia inmi.grants had the highest.

7. Most inmigrants to Appalact2_pliahadhiherrerlincomesinboth

periods than outmigrants from Appalachia. Outmigrants achieved

higher income levels at the end of each period.

This pattern was more widespread in 1970-1975.

Despite rising income levels for Appalachian outmigrants, a decline in

relative income status may make migration less attrictive and less

beneficial. Central Appalachia is the most striking example of this

change. When interregional income differentials decrease, a shift in

locational preferences.tOward the home area may be ekpected of potential

migrants.

Current Policy_isliAl

Recent population trends suggest selected pOicy issues which may be

particularly important fo Commission policy and programs. The issues are

based upon the probable impact of demographic changes and population

redistribution resulting from migration.

The proportion of the migrants to Appalachia who are return migrants is not

known. The impression is that a larger numbet of previous outmigrants have

been returning in response to improved opportunities in Appalachia
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compared with recent,changes in socioeconomic conditions elsewhere in the

United States, e4cially in the North. The analysp of work history data

pr6vides some indirect support for this interpretation despite.the lack of

definition of who is returning and who is a "new" migrant to the Region.. It

is clear that in the later period (1970-1975), the inmigrants were not

"failures" in the usual sense of the word. They had relatively-high

incomes compared with nonmigrants.in their places of origin and.in the

Appalachian subregion to which they moved. This suggests that inmigrants

may be able to compete successfully with nonmigrants in Appalachia for

expanding job opportunities in the Reion.

The impact of large-scale inmigration upon local economies is a major

policy issue. Studies have indicated -that when the expansion of job

opportunities is the result ,of new industry, inmigrants especially

newcomers.,,had an advantage over local Appalachian people. lnmigrants are

not likely to take the majority of the jobs but they have predominated in

those at higher skill leveis and income. They may also take a large

proportion of employment from induced economic activity.

The ability (or inability) of local people to compete successfully with

inmigrants for new jobs is an obvious problem. Deaton (1972) has suggested

that education, especiallY vocational education, a#1.0ob training programs

would improve the job. opportunities of local i'Aripalachians in stich

circumstances. There is evidence from.southeastern Ohio that this may be

the case. The implication for policymakers is clear, it is not enough to

plan for job creating programs for current county residents. One must also

plan for programs for former residents who will-return to the area when r.ew

job opportunities become available.

The impact oF energy development upon Appalachia also promises to raise

policy issues related to population redistribution in the Region.

Estimates of the direct and indirect employment impacts under different

energy development scenarios indicate that a significant exprision of job

opportunities can be expected over the next several decades. This may.
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result in accelerated inmigration to Appalachia, although the r?lationship

of energy development to migration is not a simple one.
4

The association of the expansion of mining employment with .the recent

(1970-1975) extraorklinary changes in migration patterns and income growth

in the goal fields of eastern Kentucky, southwestern Virginia and West

Virginia underscores the importance of resource (i.e., coal) extraction in

Appalachian Alavettlirient in these areas. In this sense, Appalachia has

followed national patterns of population growth and redistribution.

Analyses of local impacts from energy development in Other parts of the

United States generally acknowledge that migration is the principal

det.erminant of population growth, and thus the source of many if not most

local probjems in affected areas. The impacts may be magnified if they

occur in sparsely populAted, relatively poor areas of Appalachia.

Settlement Patterns

From the earliest days of the Appalachian regional effort Concern has been

expressed for the pattern of urbanization or settlement that exists in the

Region. The authors of the report of the President's Appalachian Regional

Commission in 1964 were convinced that the dispersed settlement pattern

that characterized much of the Region had two profoundly negative effects -

it made it prohibitively expensive to deliver basic public services and

it impeded the creation of a diversified base of economic opportunity. The

programs pursued by ARC in the intervening years have focused on delivering

those services and providing the base for widened opportunities.

During these 15 years there have been changes in residential preference

patterns that have led to population growth in areas of long-term decline
and to decline in areas (particularly larger urban areas) that had grown

for decades, with a tendency for population growth to occur outside the

political boundaries of both large and mall urban places.

A variety of public concerns have resulted. Among them are the

appropriateness of public policies that affect this pattern of physical
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develOpment and of the various financial policies that affect the flow of

public funds -to these areas. These require a careful examination that

focuses on the specific'policies at all levels of government that affect

the cost and availability of public services and the sharing'of those costs

among various levels of government..

ARC has had a history of concern for migration and urbanization or

settlement problems. The present-study f*ocuses on one of these elements.

It )s timely that the other issue also be examined.

1.

Outmigration

The recent tui.nabout in Appalachian migration should not disguise the fact

that 1.4 million people left the Re9ion between 1970 and 19754 Although

the rate of domestic outiOgration had declined, the number was only one-

eighth less than in the previous five years. The majority of the migrants

glade significant income gains relative to those who remained in Appalachia;

and they imposed no extraordinai-y public costs at their destinations.

However, the current analysis suggests that their income position relative

to people at their destinations was less favorable than in the 1965-1970

period in the case of selected migration streams. 'These were the same

streams in wh4th migration to Appalachia increased.

Continued outmigration poses the familiar dilemma for Appalachian p':blic

policy. The Commission's policies are a determinant in the decision to

leave-the Region and influence the skills and resources which Appalachian

people have in ordee to help them make ubetter life for themselves

wherever they choose to live.

Past and current Commission policies and programs probably have been one

factor in reducing outmigration and encouraging inmigration throughout the

Region. However* recent shifts to net inmigration in Central and Southern

Appalachia and in portilns of Nor,thei-n Appalachia underscore new public
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concerns, although some areas of Northern Appalachja, especially western

Pennsylvania, continue to experience net outmigration. Current issues

include the impact of'newcomers as well as return migrants upon Appalachian

'communities and the resulting requirements for improved and additional

public faCilities and services. Policy i.ssues related to the growth area

strategy of development will remain important, especially with limited

public financial sources available to meet demands of a changing

population. Successful policies and programs need to be based uppn an

understanding of regional population.systems, including the process of

migration, and should be defined explicitly in such a way that they can be

evaluated. The evaluation of policies affecting population distribution,

or interrelated with migration, past, current, and prospect:ive, is

especially needed.

Conclusions

Viewed from the atandpoint of the Appalachian outmigrant, migration

generally produces a favorable result. On the average, increases in

both absolute income and relative status occur. The data available

strongly support the conclusion that those who migrate are personally

advantaged by the move in economic and social terms. Though the data

suggest some reduction in the advantages of migration in the later

period, the cause is unclear. One possibility is the state of the

national economy in 1975. Another is the relative improvement in the

Appalachian economy duringthe study period.

2. The outmigrants from Appalachia had below average arnings records in

their areas of origin. At their destination regions, their earnings

rase rather quickly to the average of their new area. This .strongly

suggests that Appalachians are not, on the average, ill prepared for

theIr new settings. It also tends to confirm earlier conclus"ns that

Appalachian migrants have been motivated by lack of apportut. .es at

home to fully utilize their capabilities. AA the Appalachian economy
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develops, the outmigi-ation rate sOuld fall and the inmigration rate

should rise. This is exactly what recent trends indicate.

The people who .moved into each region of Appalachia had higher

earnings at their'area of origin than did the Appalachians who left

those Tegions.. .However, at their oriiin area, their earnings were

below the average then existing in their destination area. In a

substantial number of Cases, and more evident in the later perfod,

their earnings five years later equal or exceed the average for their

region inAppalach).a. This strongly sugoests'that through the process

of migration,- Appalachia as well as other parts of the U.S. are

obtivibing a labor force that is better adapted to theopportunities

that exist in each region. On balance, the Appalachian net change is

toward a labor force that is able to achieve a higher level of

earnings.

4 No study can demOnstrate yreclsely connections.. between specifIc

pdblic policies or the policies of specific agencies such as ARC in

Appalachie and changes in migration or the status of migra

However, it is sz!fe to conclude:

a. There is evidence that, in general, Appalachian migrants have.

received the health and.education and other services from the

public and private sectors in the Region that enable them to

compete more successfully.at their destinations .

jhere is evidence that public policy has encouraged the widened

opportunities for skill development which facilitate

satisfactory postmigration income and employment experience.

C. No evidence has app;eared which casts doubt upon the health and

education priorities of regional public policy.
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The hea)th and e ucation programs of ARC appear to have been

appropriate when examined in the light of the experience of

migrants.

5. It is time for 'a thorough study to he initiated of the changing

pattern of urbanization in t1.4 Region to ascertain the

appropriateness of present public policies in lacilitating desired

settlement patterns.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Backg ound

The large-scale migration of Appalachian people long has been considered

tynonymous with poverty, unemployment-and other socioeconomic indices Or

distress in the Appalachian Region. Caudill (1962) has attempted to

explain the causes and consequences of migration through the bust .and boom

cycles of resource exploitation in the Cumberland Plateau; and regional

surveys, including the research of the Southern Appalachian Studies (Ford,

1962) have elabrorated similar th for other parts .of the southern

.

1
mountains Ma of these studies criosinuded that large-scale outmigration

was a necessary adjustment to the imbalance between large labor surpluses

created by a rising net natural increase in population and decreasing

employment opportunities which resulted from the depletion of land, timber

and mineral resources as,well as technological change. In the opinion of

many (cf. Brown, 1971), migration was a matter of survival.

Public commissions concerned with Appalachian developr-nt also concluded

that milration was symptoMatic of pervasive regional problems. The Council

of Appilachian Governors' (State of Maryland, 1959) and the President's

Appala&lian Regional Commission (PARC) cons'idered Appalachia to be the

locus of a set of problems, one of which w4 high rates of selective

outmigration. This population "shift PARC reported (PARC, 1964, p46)

offers most convincing statistics to prove the deficit of

opportunities which pervade the entire region. Americans have been

apt students of the geography of opportunity -- their migrations have

clearly marked the regions cf growth and decline.'

PARC's roster of deficits also included highrates of unemploymeni; lack,of

Jroanization; and low levels of education and income, all of which were

indicators of the.relative deprivation which faced people in the Region.

PARC argued that large-scale outmigration clearly indiCated that "the



Appalachian people understood their problems and were determined.to solve

them.° It was a "prime example of a natural adjustment to a changing

economy," which, had it not occurred, would have "aggravated other regional

deficitsP (PARC, 1964, p.23). The policies and programs which PARC
recommended and which the Appalachian Regional Commission initially

adopted, gave little explicit attention to outmigration-and its role in

regional development and planning. Rather, programs were designed to

overcome the problems which had been identified as cabses and consequences

of outmigration.

Appalachian migration was easily incorporated into the causal network by

which numerous authors linked the problems of metropolitan poverty in

"northern" cities with the inmigration of so-called disadvantaged people

from economically depressed areas in the rural south. Kain and Persky

(1968, p.291) state the case clearly in their repdrt to the President's

Commission on Rural Poverty:

ft is our contention that the migration streams originating in the

rural South form the crucial link in a system of poverty; a system

nurtured by the inability or unwillingness of rural communities to

adequately prepare their children for the complexities of modern
life; a system brought to fruition in the metropolitan area too

crowded and too short-sightedito rectify these mistakes. While much

of this argument appears to be obvious for the southern Negro mil4nt,

it is important to realize that a similar causal chain explains

substantial amounts of metropolitan white poverty. The Appalachian

South plays a role for white urban poverty (especiaily in the North
1

Central region) similar to that which the Core South plays vis-a-vis

the metropolitan ghetto. While the southern white does not come up

against the same obstacles of discrimination that meet the southern

Negro, he does suffer from similar, if not as extreme, educational and

vocational handicaps.
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These arguments about Appalachian migration persist as conventional wisdom

despite considerable evidence to the contrary.
2

An estimated 5.9 million people moved to and from the Appalachian Region

from 1765 to 1975.
3

Population growth was not equally'distribOted among

the subregions. According to Pickard (1978 p.4I):

Southern Appalachia has contributed the lion's share of regional

growth, with 62 percent of total population gain; Central Appalachia;

with the most rapid rate of growth, accounted for 20 percent of

Appalachian population ihcrease; while Northern Appalachia, with the

largest population total, had the smallest gain, providing only 18

percent of Appalachia's population increase.

The Region had a net loss from migration of 400,000 peOple from 1965 to

1970. From 1970 to 1975, _it had a net .gain from migration of 300,000

persons, or about 37 percent of the total net growth of 810,000 people.

This 'dramatic reversal of historical .trends raises significant policy

issues for Appalachian migrants and the Commission's regional development

program. A review of the available research literature clearly

demonstrates that little is known about the migrants; the causes of

migration and its consequences to them, the Region,and their destinations;

and the relationship of the change in migration, patterns to the Commission

programs. Much of the research dwells upon the outmigration of white males

from the coal fields and subsistence farming areas of Kentucky, Tennessee

and West Virginia to selected metropolitan areas in Kentuciy, Ohio and

points north. This is a limited view of Appalachian migration which

excludes not only the majority of the migrants but also the majority of

their destinations as well.
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Scope of Study

Object i ve

This report is in response to the Congressional mandate in Section 119,

paragraph (3), subsection (b), (3) of the Regional Development Act of 1975

(an' amendment to Section 302 of the Appalachian Regional Development Act of

1965):

(3) the Commission, shall conduct a-stud); and report on the

status of Appalachian migrants in the destinations to which they have

migrated, current migration patterns and implications, and the impact

which the Commission program has had, and the potential for such

impact, on out-migration' and the welfare of Appalachian migrants. The

Commission is authorized to conduct pilot projects and demonstrations

within the region in connection with such study.

The scope of this study and the issues it addresses are defined within the

frame of reference of the legislation and.of the available primary data

sources..

Data Sources

The primary data are from the Social Security Administration's (SSA)

Continuous Work History Sample (CWHS).4 The CWHS is a.sample of workers'

earning records from employers' first quarter reports to'the S-SA. The

sample is based upon specific digits in work"' social security numbei.s.

Because the same social security numbers are included in the sample for

each period, work histories for workers in the sample,who remain in covered

employment can be assembled by linking the data files for successive time

periods. Work histories include data on race, sex, year of birth and, for

.e.aCh time period, the state, county, and industry of employment, as well as

al; estimate of annual wages earned from each social*security-covied 'job.

For this report, the data are from the CWHS 1 percent sample of first

quarter earnings for 1965, 1970 and 1975.
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The CWHS is a uniquely detailed micra-datafile suitable for the analysis

of migration and change in the work force for states and substate areas for

intercelial years. The data are based on individuals in the labor force

who are covered by the Social Security program, and.are reported by place

of employment, not residence. These limitations, and the use of firsit

quarter earnings, exclude certain subgroups_and bias local migration rates

downward. However0.he CWHS data have the advantage of tracing the gross

movements of individual workers from job to job and from place to place,

and reporting the wage earnings and their changes associated with mobility

through time.
5

The data for this report are tabulated for two'periods: 1965 to 1970, and

1970 to 1975. These periods, which include the first decade of the

Commission's activity, approximate the timing of major socioeconomic and

demographic changes affecting the Appalachian Region. Further detailed

data on migrant characteristics are available for 1965 to 1970 from special

tabulations of the 1970 General Population Census. These data are reported

by plce of residence in 1970 and 1965.

For each time period, the CWHS data are tabulated in standard formats

prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

1. Migration Summary.-- This tabulation displays the components of

labor force-change for a spee4fied region. It also shows the origins

of inmigrants and the destination of. outmigrants. Mean wages are

shown for each group of workers at both the beginning and end of the

time period, thus enablihg calculation of relative wage gains or

losses associated with migratioh. The migration summary tabulations

are cross-classified by race, sex and age.

2. Structure of Migrants, Nonmi3rants, Entrants and Exits.--The

structure tables describe total inmigrants, outmigrants, nonmigrants

entrants and exits to the labor force of an area in terms of their

demographic and economic characteristics. These include race, sex,

age, industry, and wage class. Migrant profiles, includinq those
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, showing relative wages, can be compared with the profiles of other

groups in order to determine the differential characteristics of

workers migrating to or from an.area or its labor force and to assess

the impact which migration has on the total work force structure.

The definition of terms (Appendix A) are adapted to the geographical grid

of migration areas.

Migration Areas

The data are organizedgeographically by a hierarchy of multi-county units,

or ".zones" (Appendix 8). Nodal zones include counties which are oriented

functionally toward major regional urban centers. Residual zones contain

smaller urban centers and generally have lower population.densities, lower

per capita incomes, and higher proportions of rural population. The zones

are designed to minimize the influence of commuting and short-distance

migration, much of which may not be associated with job mobility.

The zones can be aggregated to form nini subregions and four regions. In

the Appalachian Region, the subregions are those which the Commission

defines as Northern, Central and Southern Appalachia (Figure 1). The

Appalachian subregions have significantly different histories as well as

sikioeconomic and'demographic characteristics which have been important to

recent migratia patterns and regional planning.
6

With the exception of

the State of Florida, the other subregions east of the Mississippi River do

not conform exactly to the geographical divisions and regions used by the

Bureau' of the Census (see map, Figure 1). Florida is considered a separate

subregion because of its importance as a destination for Appalachians and

other migrants.

Definition of Terms

The Congressional mandate sets forth selected general terms which, within

the general framework of reference of the CWHS data, determine the scope of

the study. These are defined as follows:
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Appalachian Migrants

Appalachian migrants, when defined by place-,of-residence, are people who

move be&een zones within, or from, the Appalachian Region. Direction of

movementis the determining factor.

For the purposes of this report, Appal.achian migrants are people who
Aigrate between zones within Appalachia or who leave the Region.

Appalachians who leave and.then return to the Region are not differentiated

from other inmigrants.

Migrat on Patterns

Migration patterns refer to the selectivity of migrant's according to

socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, and.the geography of their

movemenc. Migrants are expected to differ systematically from.the general

population at origin and destination according to race, sex and age.
7

The

migrants characteristics are important determinants of the causes and

consequences of mi ration.

The geography of migration is.also selective. Certain destinations are

preferred over othees. This depends on the characteristics of the migrants

and their evaluation of alternate locations. The geography of Appalachian

migration is responsiveNte economi't opportunity within a matrix of kinship

relationships which have been relatively stable through time (cf. .

Schwarzweller, Beown and Mangalam 1971). Therefore, any recent shifts in

c>/these patterns loom important.

In this report, migration patterns include differential characteristics of

migrants as well as the direction of movement anong the places defined by

the geographical grid of migration areas. The majority of the analysis is

at regional and subregional scale.
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Migrant Status and Welfare

The status and welfare.of migrents is difficult to define and measure. One

approach is to use indicators of °adjustment" at the destination, usually

(in other studies) a metropolitan area. These indicators commonly range

rom measures of labor force experience to the patterns of contact with

institutions and social groups. They may also include .attitudinal

information about happineis, satisfaction and nostalgia.8

Definition of'stattis by wage and income measures is a more conserVative

approach common to labor force studies.9 'Economic considerations related

to employment opportunities and income differentials have been

demonstrated to be the major determinants of the migration decisions of

Appalachian people (cf. Deaton 1972; Morgan, 1973; and Smith and Klindt,

1976). Since the CWHS data include estimates of a person's total annual

wages for each time period, one aspect of the economic consequences .of

migration to the individual as well as to the origins and destinations,

can be estimated.

Migrant status and welfare is measured in this study by total annual wages.

Appalachian migrants' wages are compared before and after migration, and

with the wages of other groups of similar race, six and age. The groups

include nonmigrants at places of origin and destination, inmigrants to

Appalachia, and inmigrants from other regions who move to the destinations

of Appalachian migrants.

Commi ss ion Program

The program of the Appalachian Regional Commission includes those

activities which are designed to meet the goals and objectives of its

regional development .ipolicies. The program for the years of the

*Commission's existence is described in Annual Reports and selected other

publications (e.g., ARC, 1972). The future program is set forth in

Appalachia: Gst_i9J2,jsstiDe\_._2LvL,.._._..ientStrateies (1977).
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Organization of the iteport

The results of the analysis are presented in four chapters.

Chapter 2 is a general overview of types and rates of mobility in the

Appalachian Region and the structure of gross migration between

Appalachian subregions and other parls of the United States.

Chapter 3 deicribes migration differentials (race, sex and age) and the

selectivity of movement of different groups among subregions. Appalachian

outmigrants are compared with nonmigrants and inmigrants at origin; and

with nonmigrants and inmigrants from other places in their subregions of

destination. Patterns of selectivity in migrational inter hange of

selected groups among subregions are also examined.

Chapter 4 analyzes the status and welfare of Appalachian migrants as

measured by wage income. Changes in their levels of income, as well as

comparisons of income with selected reference groups in Appalachia and at

their destinations in and outside the Region provide a base for the

estimation of the impact of migration upon sending and receiving areas for

the migrants. Other indices of migrant status and welfare which are known

through limited survey data are also discussed.

Chapter 5 sets forth the findidgs and conclusions that can be dIrtwn from

the preceding analyses.

Appendices include technical material which describe the data sources and

methodology,..and selected tabulations of migration data.
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FOOTNOTES

1The regional surveys are reviewed by Loyal Jones, " Svrveys of the

Appalachian Region," Appalachian Heritage154 (Spring, 1976), pp. 25-424

2
.Selected studies are reviewed by Fowler (1976)4

3
See: Jerome P. Pickard, "Appalachian Population andincome Show

S gnificant Growth," Appalachia, 11 (February-March, 1978), pp. 41-44, for

a discussion of recent population changes in the Region.

4
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, ,Regional.

Work Force Characteeistics and Mi ration Data: A Handbook on the Social

Security Continuous Work History Sample and Its Application (Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976), hereafter cited 'as. -NHS

Handbook. Hanson (1971) and Hirschberg (1968) previously used CWHS data in

studies of Appalachian migration. Hirschberg!s study, which was one of the

earliest area studies using CWHS data, also marked the beginning of the BEA

tabulation system. The CWHS data and limitations of their use for

migration analysis are summarized in Appendix A.

5
A critical evaluation'of the advantages and disadvantages of the CWHS

and other large-scale data sources used for migration analysi; is in the

CWHS Handbook, esp. Chaps. 6 and 7.

6
"The new Appalachian Subregions and Their Development Strategies,"

?..0121A21.1, 8 (August-September, 1974), pp. 11-14.

4..

7
Level of educational attainment is.also a significant differential

because of its relationship,with occupation and income. Howeverthe CWHS

data do not have this information.

8Adjustment measures are usually ,from survey data: c.f. Peterson,

Sharp and Drury (1977) and Photiadis (1971).
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9
These are reviewed by Michael J. Greenwood, "Research on Internal

Migration in the United States: A Survey", Journal of Economic Ltterature,

13 (June, 1975), pp. 397-433.
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CHAPTER 2

A PA ACHIAN MIGRATION: AN OVERVIEW

Introduction

The general structure of Appalachian migration and population

redistribution changed significantly in the decade from 1965 to 1975. The

Appalachian Region continued to have net migration losses as a result of

exchange with other'regions from 1965 to 1970. However, by 1975, the

Region had a net gain as the result of changes in the magnitude and

direction of selected migration streams. The purpose of this chapter is to

document these changes at regional and subregional scale for the total

population and the labor force.

Total Population

There has been considerable discussion and iterature
1
on the "turnaround"

in Appalachian migration between the 1965-70 and the 1970-75 periods. This

turnaround refees .to the abrupt shift in net migration which resulted

around 1970, in a change from net outmigration to net inmigratiOn. For

purposes of analysis, this study has separated the outflow and inflow

components of migratory streams for each of the five-year periods. In

addition, Appalachian migration streams are measured or estimated for each

of the six non-Appalachian regions of the U.S. (as defined for this itudy)

as well as for a residual estimated flow to and from outside the U.S.

(Tables II-I and 11-2).

In the 1965-1970 period, Northern Appalachia supplied 52 perteq of the 1.6

million Appaiechian outmigrants; Southern Appalachia, 36 percent; and

Central Appalhia, 12 percent. Howftver given its relatively smaller

population, the rate of'outmigration was highest for the Central subregion..

Nearly one-half (49 percent) of the Appalachian outmigrants went to

pc 37
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Table II-1
INTERZONAL M1GRATIOQI (CENSUS, ADJUSTED) 1965-1970

TOTAL PERSONS, 5 YEARS AND OVER IN 1970
ADJUSTED FOR NONREPORTING (BY REGION)

(Data in thousands)

U.S. Abtood
U S. 1966 Residence in Different Zone, By Regioa Subtotal, 1966 sr

To lAi. Diflotoot 1976
1910 Residence Different Northers Central Southern North South Rojo* Not
. By Region Zone Appalechis Appalachia Appalachia Northeast Central Southeast Central Florida Wog I (1s) Mendes

NO4 ther ri Appalachia flIti 272 17 8 276 161 31 10 20 82 604 (-16)
Central Apo ilit hid 154 13 25 11 11 47 a 24 4 10 129 (-4
Southern Appalatine 162 10 241 188 52 69 198 94 45 86 674 1-111

Nip them I 4.030 332 14 55 2,127 363 332 66 136 605 1902, (182)
North Central 4,002 236 86 70 357 2,079 109 176 87. 802 1,923 (142)
Southeast 7,014 59 20 214 325 144 732 82 148 290 1,282 (46)
South Clothe! 918 16 41 90 69 166 66 296 43 207 682 (-6)
I tol idd 1.589 68 10 52 442 292 149 64 292 220 1,291 (146)
Watt sit 6,164 136 11 102 838 1,098 286 232 196 2,861#- 2,903 (631)

U.S. 'kiwi
(Memo
/tote 20 170 1,142 261 790 4.485 4,408 1,912 1,044 976 5,162 11,297 (1,707)2

Net Mogrottuo (U S I

1966/19 10 0 -266 -96 -28 -455 -406 +103 -68 +613 +602 0
( IWO -2.7% -5.6% -0.4% -1.0% -1.4% 40.8% -0.9% +10.3% 40.9% -

U.S. S4htutal

Different
Region (Out) 11,291 870 226 602 2,358 2,329 1,180 748 684 2,301 11,297

Net Migration

1965-1910

. Including From or

,To Abroad +1,707 -282 -103 .-39 +327 -264 +MS -72 +758 +1,233 +1,707
(Rate)* 0.9% -2.9% -6,9% -0.6% 4 0.7% -0.7% 41.2% -1.0% +11.5% +1.9% 0.9%

,
Mioretion rote is computed on total estimated base yaw population (July 1, 1966); migration data for perimi April 1, 1966 to 1970,

#intra-rwounal augratitin in th0 West 124 stews west of Mississipp( River) consists of migration flows between the four Census divisions In this region.

inmigration flow from abroad (adjusted (or under-reporting) in 1986-1920 wes 3,067 thousand; not flow is estimated at 1.7 million.
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Table 11-2
INTERZONAL MIGRATION (ESTIMATED) 1970- 1975

TOTAL PERSONS, 5 YEARS AND OVER IN 1975
(Data in thousands)

U.S. 1970 Residence in Dithwent Zane, By Ration
Teti,

1976 Residence Differant Northern Central Southern North South .)
Ily Region Zona Appelackia Appalachia Appalachia Northsast Central Southeast Coital f *rids

Northern Appalachia 961
Central Appalachia 241

.Southern Appalachia 913

271

12

a

Northeast 3,801 245
Nor th Central 3,491 175
Southeast

nSouth Canot
2,152

1,108

79

16

F daion 2,216 84
Wast # 6 ,666 169

U.S. Total,

Dillow Zuni 21,555 1,059

Net Migration (U S.)

1970-1975 0 -98
(Rate) -1.0%

U.S. Subtotal,
Dilleit-nt
Region (Out) 12,628 188

Nat Migration

1910-1975
Including From

Abroedt t +4441 -86

Rate

Census Revised" +1.2% -0.9%

Estimata (Net Migration) +2,441 -27
Rata, 1910-1976 +12% -0.3%

17 7 293 205 33 , 13
27 20 18 83 24 40
14 166 62 80 2871 1131

5 35 2,137 322 253 35
28 53 334 lfas 113 107
17 201 396 169 703 87
30 103 91 167 130 288

1 49 718 468 161 83
16 04 1,116 1,341 376 246

ir

161 138 5,165 4,740 2,079 1,012

486 +175 -1,364 -1,249 +73 +96

38
e

57

126

58
164

46
356
224

1,076

ft

U.S.

Stibintid,
Different

Ahmed
1976 ttr

Region 1176
West (14 (Wet 1a)

84 690 (13)
15 220 (1)

126 747 (15)

643 1,664 17641

118 1,586 (298)
336 1,449 (114)
237 820

291 1,861

13,011# 3,591 11,001111i

5,525 1028 I2,44112

+1,140 +1,141
45.2% 42.6% -2.8% -3.2% +0.6% +1.3% +16.8% +1.6%

134 572 3,028 2,835 1,376 724

+87 +190 -600 -961 +187 +127

721 2,460 12,628

+1,345 +2,141 *2,441

+5.2% +2.11% -11% -2.4% +1.4% +1.7% +19.8% +3.6% +1.2%

+79 +267 -605 -841 +245 +43
+4.8% +3,8% -1.8% -2.1% +11% +OAS

+1,339 +1,912 +2,441
+19,7% +2.8% +1.2%

**Net esurnate from Census revised 1975 data, total population,

theigration into Southarn Appelochro hom two southern regions adjusted for Iwo-scale inmigration of commuters (esp. in Atlanta
t Does not include net return of military to civilian status in 1970-1976.

Matra segional migration in the West (24 states west of Mississippi fibres') consists of migration stows between the four Census divisions walhin the Welt
%joss) inmigration flow horn abroad in 1970-1976 was astimated at 3,922 thousand; net How Is usedso that net migration comparisons may be



northern regions; 35 percent of the total moved to southern regions, and

one-sixth (16 percent) went to the western U.S. (west of the Mississippi

River).

The later migration period (1970-75) showed a marked shift in the

destination pattern: only 38 percent moved to northern regions, while

southern regions increased thein share to 42 percent, and the west jumped

to one-fifth (20 percent) of all Appalachian outmfgrants. Individual

regions in the north and south all followed the trends of their group

rather closely. The flow of Appalachians out of the Region in the 1970-

1975 period reflects rather accurately the shift in national movements of

population with southern and western regions gaining relatively in

comparison with the north.

In the 100-1975 period, domestic outmigration from Appalachia dropped

from its earlier level of 1.6 million (in 1965-70) to 1.4 million. Central

Appalachia's snare of outmigration fell sharply to 7 percent, while the

Northern subregion provided 54 percent of the total outflow and Southern

Appalachia, 39 percent. The absolute number of outmigrants is estimated to

have been lower for all three subregions (see Tables 11-3 and 11-4).

The drop in outmigration accounted for only just over one-third of the

total shift in Appalachian domestic migration. The marked increase in

inmigration into the Region accounted for almost two-thirds of the change

in net migration for Appalachia. Domestic" inmigration jumped from 1.2 to

1.6 million persons between the 1965-1970 period and the 19704975 period.

Northern regions supplied 50 percent of these migrants in the earlier

peripd and 47 percent in the later (1970-75). Southern inmigration tOL

Appilachia increased substantantially in number, and from 35 to 39 percent

of the total, while inmovement from the west changed its sharetof the total

only slightly (from 15 to 14 percent).

4
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Appalachian outmigrants from different subregions have different

destinations. The preponderance of Northern Appalachians went to the non-

Appalachian north, while the West received about one-fifth and Florida,

about one-tenth of the total outflow within the U.S. Between the two

periods (1965-70 and 1970-75) there was a shift in proportions with a

larger share of the total number going to the west and Florida, while the

total outflow fell by about 80,000 from roughly 850,000 to 770,000. (See

Summary Tables of Itinations and Origins Tables 11-3 and 11-4).

Central Appalachians flowed in greatest numbers to the North Central region

in the 1965-1970 period. This outflow is estimated to have dropped to only

about one-third of its volume in the later period, while the flow from

North Central into Central ApOalachia\ increased by about 75 percent in

volume. In the 1970-1975 period, the South Central region replaced the

North Central as the leading desti-nation of CentrAl Appalachian

outmigrants. The Southeast and the West remained in third fourth place

as destinations for Central Appalachians, with tne shares of total outflow

for these two regions increasing though the absolute volume did not

increase, but is estimated to have fallen slightly.

The preferred deitina ion of Southern Appalachian outmigrants in the

entire ten-year study period was the Southeast, which reCeived three-

eights of the total. The West and South Central regions each received

about one-fifth of Southern Appalachians in the later,period, while t!le

North Central share dropped to only about one-tenth in the later period;

It is worthy of note in light of the report of the President's Commission

on Rural Poverty that in the 19654970 period, almost one-third of Southern

Appalachian migrants to northern regions were blacks, while the reverse

flow from the North into the Region (smaller in number) was only about 8

percent 6lack. Recent census data suggest that the racial mix shifted in

the later period with only about one-sixth of outmigrants from the south to

.northern regions consisting of blacks.



Table 11-3
INTERREGIONAL MIGRATION PATTERNS,

APPALACHIAN REGION MIGRATION INTERCHANGES,
1965-1970*

(Data in thousands)

19115-1970

Net

Mierstion*

NearAppalachian
Cloniestk Migration Net Migration

(To sod From)
Outside U.&In Out

Northarn Appalachia -284 579 847 -18
Central Appalachia -90 105 188 -7
Southern Appalachia -50 544 583 -11

Appalachian Region -424 1,223 1,811 -34

yortheest -64 337 401
North Central -118 278 392

North -110 614 794

Southeast -55 238 293
South Can -18 128 148
Florida, -80 70 130

South -134 436 570

Welt 76 178 254

U.& Total -390 1,221 1,01$

Outsids U.S. 82 118

Total -424 1,310 1,734

°excludes migration between tubrogions within Appalachian Ragion: inclutzies outsids U.S.



Table 11-4
INTERREGIONAL MIGRATION PATTERNS,

APPALACHIAN REGION MIGRATION INTERCHANGES,
1970-1975*

(bate in thousancls)

1970-1975

Net

Migntion't

Nao.Appalachian

Domestic Migration
Esthnitad

Nat Return

(of Arrned Forces)

to CNilien StatustOut

Northern Appalachia -42 666 768 +60
Central Appalachia +95 188 103 +10
Southern Appalachia +213 725 545 +33

Appalachian Region +288 1,579 1,418 +103

Northeast +88 373 285
North Control +112 368 258

North +209 741 541

Southeast +47 344 297
South Central +17 166 149
Florida -37 103 140

South +27 513 588

West 64 225 289

U.S. Total +183 1,579 /1.' 1A1I1

Outside U.S. +103t n.l. +103t

Total +258 1,582t 1,418

*Eichjdes mgrarion between subregions within Apoolachin Region: includes estimated migration outside U.S.

tinciudee sstimetsd net ninurn of Armed Forces to the Region !n civilian status in 1970-1975.
CCivolians of*.
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Domestic inmigration to' Appalachia increased sharply from 1.2 million to

1.6 million in the later period (1970-75). In addition,. the share of

inmigrants to Central Appalachia increased from. 9 to 12 percent of the

total; those to Southern Appalachia, from 44 to 46 percent of the total

number; while inmigrants to Northern Appalachia dropped from 47 to 42

percent of the Region's total. The absolute number of inmigrants increased

in all subregionWwith by far the largest gain in Southern Appalachia,

which consequently had the largest share of net inmigration to the Region

in 1970-1975, while the Northern subregion continued to experience riet

outmigration though at a much lower rate than in the preceding five-year

period.

Nearly one-half the inflow to Northern Appalachia originated in the

Northeast, while the North Central region provided about 30 percent of the

total, and West, about one-seventh. These three regions were also the

principal destinations of Appalachian outflow; however, the Northeast

looms larger, relatively, as a source of inmigrants than it does as a

destination of outmigrants and, in fact, in the later period (1970-75) is

estimated to have provided 48,000 more inmigrants to Northern Appalachia

than it4eceived in Northern Appalachia outmigrants.

Central Appalachia his received the largest shares of its inmigration from

the North Central (about 45 percent) and the South Central regions (over

one-fifth). The Northeast is estimated to have providedabout one-tenth of

total inmigrants, while the Southeast, which provided relatively small

numbers in the 1965-70 period increased its.share to about one-eighth in

the later period:. The North Central region has been a consistent source of

Central Appalachl'an inmigrants, but there was a sharptdrop in outmigration

from Central Appalachia to the North Central region in the 1970-75 period,

with the result that the net migration balance between the two areas

shifted from a net outflow from Central ApPalachia of 39,000 in 1965-70 to

a net inflow to Central Appalachia estimated at 55,000 in 1970-75. 1
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Southern Appalachian inmigration flows originated in the Southeast (about

four-tenths of the total), followed by the West and South Central regions

(each about one-sixth). Thus, Southern Appalachia received inmigrants

from both directions - from the East and Southeast, and from the West. The

North Central region ranked fourth, providing just over one-tenth of

Southern Appalachian inmigrants. No dramatic shifts occurred during the

decade in the regional inmigration patterns to Southern Appalachia, as was

also true of its outmigration patterns. However, the inflow increased

sharply in absolute numbers between the two periods, increasing by about

180,000, which was by far the largest single subregional component in the

"turnaround" in Appalachian migration between the two five-year periods.

The drop in Southern Appalachian outmigration was only about one-fifth as

large as the increased inflow.

Anatomy of the "Turnaround" in Appalachian Mi9ration w thin Appalachia

The total effect of Appalachian migratory flows between the 1965-1970

period and the 1970-1975 period produced an estimated 690,000 shift in a

positive direction in the Region's migration balance. In terms of the

three subregions as defined for migration zone study, the total shifts

were:

Net Migratory

Shift

Percent of

Total

Northern Appalachian zones + 242,000 35%

Central Appalachian zones + 185,000 27%

Southern Appalachian zones + 263 000 38%

APPALACHIAN REGION ** + 690,000 100%

** excluding migrlation flows within the Region.



Further breakdown into components provides a detailed insight into what

happened:

Nature of Shift

Net Migratory

Shift

Percent of

Total

Increased INFLOW to Southern Appalachia + 181,000 26%

Reduced OUTFLOW from Southern Appalachia 38,000 6%

Increased INFLOW to Northern Appalachia + 87,000 1%

Reduced OUTFLOW from Northern Appalachia 79,000 11%

Increased INFLOW to Central Appalachia + 83,000 12%

Reduced OUTFLOW from Central Appalachia 85,000 12%

Reduced OUTFLOW to abroad plus net return)

137,000 20%of military to civilian life (estimated)

GRANO TCTAL + 690,000 100%

The predominance of increased in i ration to Appalachia becomes quite

apparent in the.detailed pattern, as well as the significant contOibution

of the net shift in miqratory exchanges with abroad and the military, of

which the largest component was due to the winding down and termination of

the Vietnam war.

Migration of the Covered Work Force

The Appalachian Region work force increased from 4.6 to 5.3 mtllion people
4;

from 1965 to 1970 (Table 11-5). Entrants to, and exits from, the work

force were the largest sources of change, and on balance accounted for a

net rite of !ncrease of 16.1 percent. This was more than sufficient to

offset the net loss from inte regional migration.

Several characteristics of Appalachian covered work force migration

remained constant throughout the 1960-1965 and 1970-1975 periods. First,



Table 11.5
WORK FORCE MOBILITY IN THE APPALACH AN REG ON

1966- 1970 AND 1970- 1975
ALL '/VORKERS, ALL AGES

Work Forte

11,56-1970 1970-1975

(000)

4,812.8

(%)

(100.0)

1nt.rr.gion al Migration

(nmigmts 398,7 V i .6)

Outrnigrants 494.4 (1 .7)

fiat Miqrshan -95.7 (-2.1)

I ntre-Appaltthien Migration

Sam. Subregion 152.0 (3.3)

Different Subragion n.3 (0.6)

Nonmigrantt Z798.7 (80.6)

Entered Covered Work Forts 1,781.4 (38.2)
Left Covtred Work Fora 1,018.5 (22.1)
Nat Military and Otnerst 36,8

i'
Final Covered Work Fort 5,295.8 (114.8)

.(000) (%)

5,296.8 (100.0)

84965,2

(9.4)

46 (8.6)

+41.5 (0.8)

152.9 (2.9)

28.8 (0.5)

2,731.3 (MO)

'1,537.0 (29.0)

1,584.2 (29.9)

-150.5 (-2.8)

5,140.7 (1144)

'Rata of 4ss then 1,0 percant.

t Parsons We the covered work force wrion *artier yter location was unknown, but later year known. MINUS persons whole
atiar year was irn known, but earlier year known. The nagative sum is larger for the 1970-1976 poolod, in gaming,

Sourca- Appalachian Rogionsi Commission, Migration Summary Tabulations, based on tha Continuous Work History
Samole IS). first Quarter of 1966, 1970 and 19/6. Gross numbers of workin sra in thousands; Mobility rates
re in parantheses. 1975 continiims work history sample data ant preliminary tabulations availabls from
Bumau of Economic Analysis at the urn* ot data PrOceelling for this repOrt. The 1975 U.S. totel 11111" eQunt
wan 6.1 parcent higher thap, the preliminary tabulation.

TECHN1CA L 401.E. Work force tilobiltry rata, include entren sinto the work ford whoss Indiar year location ;$
known) ano exit] from the work f ore (whose later year toca Ion is unknOwn), as well as net military and others
'both ocatton n only One year,
Thisrefora, the coyertd work ford whose ocation was known in both years in each period include only the non.
mioranta and the migrants. Migration rads for In Appsiachian Region besad on the work ford with known location
,n both years follows.

tnitial Covered :York Force
NI th Known Locations

:atikrregoOnel Migration
inmigrants

1966-1970 1970-1975

3.472.4 .

398.7

(Percent)

1100.0)%

111.51

(000)

3,368.2

496.8

(Percent)

1100,01%

(14.7)
Outrnsgrand 494.4 (14.2) 456.2 113.5)

Net Migration -96.7 (-2.81 +41.8 1+1.2)

intr.-Appalachian Migration 181,3 (6.2) 181.7 16,41

Nonmigranui 2.796.7 180.51 2,731,3 181,11

; nal Covared Work Ford .

with Known Locations 3,376.7 197.21% 3,409.8 1101.21%

:.rt Tables 11.5 through 11.10 and Table 111-1 :ri this raPOrt,*0110wong, rnigratton rants are calculated on the covered work
6'istory eemOie i10111111961regadi, and thisrafora, are lower than tha rates if caltuladd on, that portion of tha covered
work force which r.ao known locations in both years.
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the majority of Appalachians were nonmigrants. They either remained in the

same zone or, if they had moved, they left and returned before 1970 or

1975. The nonmigration rate of 60.6 percent from 1965 to 1970 declined to

51.6 from 1970 to 1975. Second, migration rates were highest for

interregional movement. Rates .of intra-Appalachian migration were low,

and the majority of those,who did migrate within Appalachia remained in the

same subregion. Third, turnover rates remained relatively stable through

time.
2

Consequently, changes in the volume and direction of the migration

streams have had the most significant impact on Population redistribution

in Appalachia.

From 1965 to 1970, a total of 1,074.4 thousand people in the covered work

force migrated to, within and from Appalachia. Seventeen percent of them

were intra-Appalachian migrants, the majority of Whom remained in the same

subregion. The other 893.1 thousand were interregional migrants. As a

result of their movements, the Region had a net migration rate of -2.1

percent. Net migration loss had been associated with Appalachian problems

and issues at least since the Great Depression. However, the rate of loss

had been declining since the 1950s, prompting some researchers to predict

that large-scale outmigratfon would soon end.
3

Indeed, the pattern of loss

from interregional migration was reversed after 1970, as the Region had a

net inmigration rate of 0.8 percent. A large increase in inmigration,

combined with a smaller decrease in outmigration, produced the change.

At subregional scale, differences in covered labor force mobili y within

Appalachia were significant (Table 11-6). Northern Appalachia had the_

majority of net interregional migration losses from 1965 to '1970, with

Southern and Central Appalachia following in that order. However, Central

Appalachia had the highest rates of interregional and intra-Appalachian

migration as well as the lowest honmigration rate. Althougn all subregions

had net losses from interregional migration, the rates for Central

Appeachia were twice as high as for Northern Appalachia and three times as

high as for Southern Appalachia. Also, Northern and Central Appalachia had

net losses from intra-Appalachian migration; Southern Appalachia gained.

c
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Table II 6
CI MOBILITY IN THE APPALACHIAN REGION, BY SUBREGIONS, 1966-1970 AND 1970-1975

ALL WORKERS, ALL AGES

4000)

esn Appals& Central Appalachia Southern Appalachia

(%)

1910-11175 19 970 1970-1076 1966-1970 1970-1975

(000) MI (000) (%) (NO (%) (000) ($0

dhoti

100.0 2,841 3 100.0 266,5 1000 302,8 100.0 1,719.2 100.0 2,146.7 100.0

he 3 / S 218.1 B 0 24 I 9 4 45 8 15.1 180.3 10.1 222.9 10 4

dl .1$ 15'.1 I 9.6 234.4 8 2 36 2 14.2 21.3 7.0 704 6 11.5 199.5 9.3

Pi Vivetiuri

torsi, Aopisigt lU

.441411%) Subregion

59,4

15 6

2 3

2 9

6.3

:1 6 2 7

-12.1

6 2

-4.8

2 0

+24.5

6,2 2.1

-24.2

71.2

-1.4

4.0

+23.4

69,'

+1.1

3.2

lounge inns 8 5 0 3 8 2 0 3 9.9 3 9 12.3 4.1 10.9 0 6 8.3 0.4

10 1 0 4 9 8 0 3 12.1 4 7 113.3 3.4 6.5 0.4 8.7 0.4

Net Migration 2 2 0.1 -1.6 -01 -2.2 -8.9 *2.0 +0.7 +4.4 +0.2 -04 -00

Neningli ants 1,618 S 61.2 1.484 2 52.1 134.2 615 148.4 49.0 1,004.0 60.9 1,098.7 61.2

Nut Wiley! end Whets 2'.
a 89 6 -3,1 3.6 1 4 -0.8 30 6 1.1 -60.1 -2.8

flirted Coveted I. shut I tote 906.8 3 812 4 28.6 121.8 473 123.6 40.8 732.8 41.2 601.0 28.0

I ei; Cogete4 rhur utie tin 6 'V.)44 839 0 29.5 G3.4 25.0 102,6 33.9 376.1 21.1 642.6 29.9

nat Coveted Work F nce 2,84: 3 110.4 2,123.2 26.6 302.8 118.6 349.6 116.4 2.146.7 120.7 2060.0 96.3

Ws/ 1id I i;
A ii.ar.sthrol Itegtottal oteol no tun. Mtipution Somsnaty Tabulations. Lifted on the ConinuouiWoik 1-hstory Sample (1%). llrst quarter of 1966. 1910 and 19,5.
4 14 tr$b nttibl,k ri tit woikeis we nt thousands. mobility rates ate m parentheses. 1976 continuous work history sample data are preliminary tabulations terallabie Isom
it.,teou ttl I uiguinic Ai.iitysts in the lima ul ding go ot.essing lus this ieport. The 1976 U.S. total ienal count was 6.1 percsnt hiatier than the preliminary
i.awidtiorm

orv 1,3,0,40,1 ri..fie r gine 11 5.



Table I1-7
MIGRATION BETWEEN THE APPALACH AN REGION AND OTHER R G ONS, 1965-1970 AND 1970-1975

ALL WORKERS, ALL AGES

Nut th

1966-1970 191W-1976

To Appalachia

Inmigrition

(000)

From Appalachia

Outmigration Net Migration
To Appalachia

lomigration
From Appalachia

Outmigration Net Migration

Rate (%) (000) Rata (%)

e

(000) Rate 4%)

.0

(000) Rats (%) (000) Rate N (000) Rata (%)

Northeast 122 / 167.1 (3.4) -34.4 (-0.7) 141.0 (V) 120.1 (2.3) 20,9 (0.4)NU. th Control 84 7 106.7 (2.3) -22.0 (-0f..t 114.2 (2.2) 80.9 (1.6) 33.3 (0.7)

South
Southeast 82.3 (1 8) 97.2 12,11 -14.9 (-0.3) 97.2 (1.8) 100.6 (1.9) -1.3 (-0.1)
F lot isla 15 7 (0 3) 26.9 (0.6) -11.2 (-02) 24,7 (0.5) 29.3 (0.6) -4.6South Central 41,4 (0 9) 48.0 (1.0) -6.6 (-0.1) 55.0 (1.0) 52.2 (E0) 2.8 (0.1)

Wct 51 9 (1.1) 58.5 (1,3) -6.6 (-0.1) 64,7 (1.2) 72,2 (1.4) -7.5 (-0.2)

otals 398.7 (2.6) 494.4 (10.7) -967 (-2.1) 496.8 MO 466.2 (8.6) 41.6 (0.8)

AitilaiaLtuart Hairuitai Commission, kftwation Summery Tabulations, based on the Continuous Work History Sample (1%),, first quarter of 1965 1970 and 1975.Gross numbers of workers ara in titousands; mobility rates are in parentheses.
See I et.nnu. al Note to fettle II 5



The role of each subregion changed from 1970 to 1975. Northern

Appalachia's net interregional migration rate declined from -2.3 to -0.2,

primarily as the result of a reduced rate of outmigration. Southern

Appalachia had a similar experience, except that the result was a net tate

of 1.1 percent increase, rather than loss. Central Appalachia had the most

dramatic change. It surpassed Southern Appalachia in both volume and rate

of change, gaining 24.5 thousand persons at a net rate of 8.1. This

represented a gross shift in migration rate of 17.9 percent compared with
2.5 in Southern, and 2.1 in Northern Appalachia. As elsewhere, the
majority of the change resulted from an increase in inmigration, although

outmigration dropped much more sharply in Central Appalachia than in the

other Appalachian subregions.

Subregional Work Force Migration

Migration be,ween Appalachia and subregions in the North (Northeast and

North Central) was the most important source of work force interchange for

the Region (Table 11-7). These streams accounted for 53 percent-of the

total migration from 1965 to 1970, and 48 percent from 1970 to 1975.
Migration between Appalachia and the South Central region was

extraordinarily important in both periods relative to its population size.

Changes in the geography of Appalachian migration, which were apparent in

1965 to 1970, became even more accentuated in the succeeding period. 4

Cutmigration from Appalachia exceeded inmigration to the Region in all

streams from 1965.to 1970. Almost 60 percent of the Region's net migration
loss was from interchange with the Northeast and North Central subregions.

However, Appalachian migration was relatively more important in migration

to and from the Southeast and South Central regions. From 1965 to 1970,

Appalachians were 29 percent of the total inmigrants to the Southeast, and

27 percent of the total outmigrants went to Appalachia.5 Comparable

figures for South Central were 25 and 20 percent, and for the Northeast 22

and 17'percent, The North Central subregion ranked fourth on a relative

basis despite the fact that it had the second largest number of migrants to

and from the Appalachian Region.
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From 1965-1970 to 1970-1975, ch'anges in the volume and direction of

'migration between Appalachi, and the northern regions accounted almost

exclusively for the turnabout in Appalachian migration. The rate of

outmigration to both northern regions dropped sharply, and inmigration

increased slightly. The rate of loss in .the interchanges between

Appalachia and the Southeast and Florida declined but did not reverse, as

outmigration rates dropped. Migration between Appalachia and the South

Central and the West resulted in no significant population redistribution.

Paradoxically, the relative importance of Appa achian migration in each

other subregion also declined from 1970 to 1975. Although the volume of

migration to Appalachia from the North increased significantly, people

were leaving for other regions, primarily to the South, in even larger

numbers. The relative importance of Appalachian inmigrants to the South

declined for analogous reasons; that is, larger number of inmigrants came

from other places, especially. from the North. In a sense, Appalachian

migration participated unequally in the emerging national migration trends

toward the Sunbelt.
6

Me relative importance of the major streams differed among Appalachian

subregions. Northern Appalachian migration was /concentrated in the

Northeast, North Central, and the West. It was the second largest number

of migrants to and from both northern regions (Table 11-8). Northern

Appalachia had a net loss in each stream for 1965 to 1970. It had a net

gain from the Northeast and North Central regions from 1970 to 1975, but

high rates of outmigration to the Southeast and Florida regions cancelled

these gains. A net migration loss to the South was a characteristic which

Northern Appalachia shared with other parts of the North, as the pace of

migration toward the Sunbelt accelerated.



Table 11-8
MIGRATION B T EEN NORTHERN APPALACHIA AND OTHER REGIONS, 1965-1970 AND 1970-1975

ALL WORKERS, ALL AGES

Appal

Northern

Central

Soothes n

North

Nu, theatt

Not th Central

South

Southeast

F lorida

Soulh Central

West

Totals

1966-1970 1870-1176

Ininigretioo

01

S 2

3 3

99.4

42.2

9.3

4_8

3.2

25.4

702.8

Outrnigration Met Migration Immigration Outmleratioe Net Migratiee

Rats 00

10.31
)

(3.91

(2.0:

(0.1)

(1.0)

(7.9)

(000)

6.7

4.0

127.1

69.3

9.3

12.6

3.9

31.5

264.4

Ra (%)

(0.4)

(41)
(2.7)

(1.0)

11.2

(10.3) .

(000)

-1.5
- 0.7

-V.7
-17.1

-
7.8

0.7

-6.1

61.6

Rate 1%)

(-OA)
)

(-1.0)
(-0.7)

), (-0.3)

(-0.2)

(-3.4)

(000)

6.3

2.9

108.6

68.0

10.2

9.3

4.2

27.8

236.3

Rat 110

(0.3))

(3.8)

QM

) (0.8)

(1.0)

(1.3)

(000)

6.5

. 3.3

101.0

67.3

13.6

16.2

4.4

42.0

244.2

Rate 1%)

(0-3)
)

(3.5)
(2.0)

> (1.2)

I LW

(11.6)

(000)

:01:42

7.6

10.7

-33
-6.9
-0.2

-14.2

-7.1

Rate (%)

) (-01)

(0.3)

(0.4)

) (-0.4)

(-0.6)

(-6.3)

bous u Awmitechien Heiponei Con*insu&on . tAverion Summery Tribulationi. based on the Conftnuous V. k History Semple 41%1. first quarter 04 1966, 1104011ed 1976.
Gross numbers ot workers ere i ousenth, mikitity rates are in parentheses.

Sew Techo Cdi Note to Tahiti H-6.



Table 11-9
MIGR.AT1ON BETWEEN CENTRAL APPALACHIA AND OTHER REGIONS, 1965-1970 AND 1970-1975

ALL WORKERS, ALL AGES

Appalahia

1965-1978

Outmirstion

1970-1976

lamigration Net Mita1iou Inatiratioa Outatigration Not Migration

(0OO) Rata (%) (000) Rata 4%) mom Raw (4) mom am (to (000) Rots ix) ( 0) Rats (V

Nol them 6 7 (2 6) 5 2 (2.0) 1.5 (0.6) 6.5 (2.1) 5.3 (1.8) 1.2 (0.4)
C111111 ill

SOU11111', 11 3 2 (1.3) 61 (2.7) -3.1 (-14) 5.8 (1.9) 5.0 (1.7) 0.8 (0.3)

Nut in

Nor Illedli 2 8 0.11 3 1 (1 A) -0 9 (-0.4) 5,4 (1.8) 1,3 (0.4) 4.1 (1.5)
Put tit Central 9 1 (3 6) 13 1 (5.)) -4.0 (-1.5) 16.8 (5,5) 4.4 (1.5) 12.4 (4.0)

South

§outlitast 1 9 (03) 31 (1.4) -1.6 (-0.6) 5.7 (1.9) 3.1 (1.0) 2.6 (0.9)
t tut Ma 0 9 (0,41) 2,1 (0.8) -1.2 (-0.5) 1.8 (0.6) 1.5 (0.5) 0.3 40.11
&will Central 7 1 (2 8) 113 (4.6) -4.5 (-1.8) 12.6 (4.2) 8.8 (2.9) 3.8 (1.3)

West 2 2 (0 9) 2.1 10.81 0.1 (0.0) 3.5 (1.2) 2.2 (6.7) 1.3 (0.4)

TOWS 34.0 (13.3) 48.3 (109) -14 3 /T-1.1), 68.1 (19.2) 31.5 (10.4) 26.5 WO

St,,o AppL, hon Hetennal Commission, Miipation Sun nary Tabulations, bawd on the Cold nuous Work History Sample 1%1, first quarter of 1966, 1970 and ion,
tieu" iumbei, of workers are ni thousands; mobility (Met, ale in parentheses.

See I eLtdttia/ Ntst to table 11 5.
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Table U-10 ,

MIGRATION BETWEEN SOUTHERN APPALACHIA AND OTHER REGIONS, 1965-1970 AND 1970-1976
ALL WORKERS, ALL AGES

Apputachw

Hui thew

Conti et

Southetu

North

Nottheast 20 5

Nut th Central 23 4

It:titration

)6 9

South

Sootheast 11 1

Florida 10 0

South Calmat 31 0

West

Totats

74 3

191,2

Outtairatiaa Nat Nitstatioa

1970-1975

lumipation Net Mtsr.tios

a %) (080) Rats (It) (000) Rat (%) (000) Rats (%) Rat. (%) (000) Rata (*JO

0.61
3 3

3 2
(0.4)

0.7

3.!
(0.21

3.3

5.0

>
03.41

2.9

5.8
(0.4)

0.4

-0.8
(-80)

(1.2) 26 3 5 -5.8 I-0.31 27.0 3 17.8 10.81 9.2 (0.4)

0.31 24.3 (1.4) -0.9 (-0.1) 29.4 (1 4 ) 19.2 (0.9) 10.2 (0.6)

(4.0) 84 4 (4.1) -13.3 (-0.7) 81.3 (3.8) 83.9 (3.91 -2.6 1-0.11

(0 6) 12.2 0.1) -2.2 (-0.1) 13.6 (0.6) 11.6 10.51 2.0 (0.1)

(1.7) 32.4 (1.81 -1.4 (-0.1) 38.2 (1.8) 39.0 (1.8) -0.8 (-0.0)

(1,4) 24 9 (1.4) -0.6 (-0.0) 33.4 (1.6) 28.0 (1.3) 64 (0.4

(10 7) 211 0 (11.9) -191 (-1.2) 231.2 (101) 261.2 (11.7) 23.11 (1.1)

4our Appaiaattao Hauo.inal Comotismurt, MN/ MUNI Summary Tabulation:. bawd on the Continuous Work "limey Sampk 1114), tint Quarter ot 1066. 1070 and 1975.

tiluss numbers of woo kat s aro to thouaanth; mobility fetes are in potentheses,

,,4e+r 1th hiw,bi Note to 1 otlic fl b.



The principal origins and destinations for Central Appalachian migrants

were the North Central region, South Central region and Southern Appalachia

(Table :1.9). From 1965 to 1970, the largest net losses were to the South

Central and North Central regions and to Southern Appalachtl. After 1970,

Central Appalachia gained from each exchange after 1970, with the highest

rate (4.0 percent) from the North Central region. Inmigration streams from

the Northeast and South Central regions were new patterns. Inmigration

from both regions in the North also increased sharply, and outmigration to

them decreased. Overall, the increased volume of inmigration to Central

-Appalachia ,p:rovided a6but 60 percent of the total shift from out- to

inmigro

The principal origins and des inations for Southern Appala.chian migrants

were the .SoutheastN South Ceiatrat 4nd the North Central regions.(Table II-

10). Southern Appalachia had a small net loss in each ,stream from 1965 to

1970, but had vet gainS as,4 the result gf migration from Central and

Northern Appalachi,,with a total net migration loss (4.19.8 thousand (1.2

percent). Southern Appalachia had a net gain from most streams after 1970,

primarily'as a result of increate. the volume of inmigration. The wily

significant reVersal of trends a net migration loss to Centra't

Appalachia but the number-was small.

Summary

Changes in the volume and direction of selected migra0on streams from 1965

,to 1975 resuited in the Appalachian Region.having a net gain in

interregional migration for the first time in several decades. The most

significant changes occurred in the migratton streams between Appalachia'

and regions in the North, with declining outmigration from Appal,achia

assuming major importance in the migratibn turnabout. Northern Appalachia

significantly reduced the rate 'of net migration loss, 'and Southern

Appalachia recorded modest net migration gains (reversing a-modest loss)

from 1970 to 1975. However, the change in the rate and extent of migration

to and from Central Appalachia was clearly the most dramatic within the

Region.
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The migrat on 'turnabout was generally considered to be an encouraging sign

for Appalachian development, if not result of it (ARC, 1978). The fact

remained, however, th.at Appalachia continued to be the least-weferred

region in the eastern United States for migrants from other places. The

relatively low outmigration rates from other subregions to Appalachia from

1965 to 1970 were understandable, as the Region continued to have net

migration losses to all other places. From 1970 to 1975, the decline in

the rate of outmigration fromAppalachia to the North was consistent with

generil changes in migration patterns atmetional scale. However, the rate

of mfgr4tion tram, tbe North to Appala ia.remained*at a level which was

one-half tnat of migration from North to South, 'rand one-third that of

migration to the West. People leaving other regions preferred Sunbelt

'locations to Appalachia despite the fact that the Region had managed to

a.n, ratner than lose, people from interregional migration.
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2
The turnover rate is the total number of migrants who enter and leave

a region. 4t is the sum of the inmigration and outmigration rates, and

does not carry a sign (Shryock ana Siegel, 1973, p. 643).

3
Cf. Brown, 1971 and 1972; and De Jong, 1969. Outmigration began to

decline in the early 1960s and, ty the end of the decade, the general

patterns of change in population growth in Appalachia were known. Census

data were used in most of these analy*s, with heavy reliance on net

?higration estimates.

4
See McCoy and Brown, 1974 and 1975 McCoy and Brown compared

outmigration streams 'from Central and Southern Appalachian State Economic

Areas for 1955-1960, and 1965-1970. They concluded that through time, the

destinations of Appalachian m;gra.ts had begun to shift away from large

northern metropolitan areas, such as Detroit and Chicago, to intermediate-

size cities which were located closer to the Region, and to metropolitan

areas in the south.

The gross migration percentages in the text are calculated as a

percent of the total inmigration, outmigration, or net migration for a

region.

6
8rian J. L. Berry and Donald C. Oahmann, "Population Redistribution

in the United States in the 1970s," Population and Development Review, 3

(December 1977), pp. 443-472.



CHAPTER

MIGRANT wORK FORCE CHARACTERISTICS

Introduction

!s se7ectIve. The propensity to migrate, as well as preferences

for destinat:ons, varies significantly among population subgroups.

Furthermore, migrants from a place commonly have significantly different

characteristics wnen compared not only with the people who stay but also

with those who are long-term residents of the migrants' destinations.

Race, sex and age are important differentials in Appalachian migration

which vary significantly through time and from one Appalachian subregion to
1

another.1 These differentials aY'e most important in migration between

Appalachian subregions and other parts of the United States. However,

sample s.:e restricts the analysis of migration streams in Northern and

..7,entra Appa7achia to ,he white majority. In Southern Appalachia, blacks

are ncluded by combining male and female groups.

Interregional Migration Rates

are 7rior cbile han women in interregional Appalachian migration

Among the white majority, men had the highest in- and

outmi ation rates, as well as thc highest turnover rates, during the 1965-

,

ecade. They also experienced the greatest absolute change in

ligratIon rates, which meant that the turnabout in Appalachian migration in

-1375 was strongly affected by shifts in the magnitude and direction of

m atcn of white males. By 1975 the migration balance for males had

anged to net inmigration in each subregion.2 Reduction in the rate of

outmgration was most important in Northern and Southern Appalachia while

the increase in the rate of inmigration, and reduction in the rate of

outTigration, were of nearly equal importance in Central Appalachia.

mpared with other subregions, Southern Appalaffia had very high

ratirl rates, especially among men, tut relative:y little change in net

resulted.
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Table III-1
INTERREGIONAL MIGRATION FOR APPALACHIAN REGIONS BY RACE AND SEX*

ALL AGES
(Number of migrants in thousands)

White Males

1965-19M

100

Northern

Appalachian Regions

Central Southern

1970-1915 1965-1970 1970-1975 1965-1970 1970-1975

Rate '000 Rate 000 Rate 100 Rate '000 Rate 100 Rate

Nonntaulduls 1.045.9 63.2% 960.8 55.4% 86.1 54.8% 90.9 49.6% 599.8 61.6% 592.6 53.0%
a 1111119411liS 145.2 8,8 158.3 9.1 16.9 10,8 31.7 17.3 118.1 12.1 134.9 12.1
6 Outimytdii Is 183.7 11.1 154.8 8.9 23.2 14.8 12.3 6.7 128.9 13.2 114.3 10.2

Net Migiation 38.5 2.3 3.5 0.3 6.3 -4.0 19.4 10.6 -10.8 -1.1 20.6 1.9

White I AlidiLtS

NO11111191411U 491.7 57,6 483.1 47.1 44.4 49.5 54.2 49.1 366.8 60.4 368.8 48.9
*Irimigrants 41 I 4.8 58.1 5.7 6.3 7.0 12.2 11.1 45.7 7,7 63,2 8.4
ethiillieW dlliS 62.2 7.3 70.1 6,8 11.8 13.2 7.7 7.0 46.5 7.9 59.2 7.9

Net Magiation 21.1 2,5 -11.4 -1.1 -5.5 -6.2 4.5 4.1 -0.8 -0.2 4.0 0.5

11 dt:k Males

Nourmgrants 2t) 0 60.4 26.8 45.9 91.9 59.6 86.5 49.3
Iiinngsdnts 6.6 13.4 8.1 14.4 12.4 8.0 16.4 9.3
Outanigrants 6.0 12.5 6.6 11.7 23.4 15.2 17.1 9.7

Net Migration 0.6 0.9 1.5 2.7 -11.0 -7.2 -0.7 -0.4

Black females
Noninny dal ts 11.9 56.6 14.5 47.4 35.5 57.8 50.8 51.6

*Iiiiiiigialits 1.4 J.1 3.0 9.8 4.1 6,7 8.4 8.5
silutanigrants 1.8 9.2 2.9 9.5 5.7 .9.3 8.9 9.0

Nei Magidtion 0.4 2.1 0.1 0.3 -1.6 -2.6 -0.5 -0.5

I Itithhq thitpation witheat thu Allimhuhlah Ihruiun

Sett r itiocot Nto to I obk II S.



rhe migration of females differed significantly from that of males. It

also varied among the Appalachian subregions: In general, the migration
rates of females were lower than males and changed less dramatically

between 1965 and 1975. Furthermore, females had higher rates of

outmigration and lower rates of inmigratfon than males in several

instances. In Northern Appalachia, females continued to heve a 1)net

migration loss in 1970-1975 despite a reduction in the rate from 2.5 te 1.1

percent. rhe rae of net migration loss among females in Central

Appalachia, which was even greater than for males in 1965-1970, reversed in

1970-1975 following the pattern of change for males. And in Southern
Appalachia, increased inmigration was responsible for a slight net

inmigration gain in 1970-1975 for females. However, little change in net
migration resu ted from relatively high migration rates of males or
famales, as 4as true of males.

The migration of black Appalachians was even more distinctive wheTh*Gompared

to the wnite ma,jority in each subregion. In Northern Appalachia, black

males had higher migration rates than white males throughout the decade,

and black females had higher migration rates than white females in 1970-

.975. Black males also had net inmigration in each period, although it

increased less than the net inmigration rate of white males in 1970-1975.

High rates of migration were characteristics'which black males in Northern

Appalachia shared with whites in the Southern Appalachian subregion.

:n Southern Appalachia, black and white migration patterns also differed

significantly. In 1965-1970, high rates of outmigration and low rates of

imigration for both males and females resulted in a higher net migration

loss fOr blacks than for whites. The most significant change in 1970-1975

was.the decline in the rate of net migratron loss for males, primarily

because of the sharp reduction in the rate of outmigration. The migration

patterns of black females did not change significantly over the decade.

Their migr3tion rates continued to be higher than for white females in the

bay



subregion and, by 1970-1975, black females were almost as mobile as black

males. Although both male and females had net outmigration in 1970-1975,

the long period of heavy migration loss of black people from Southern

Appalachia also appears to be nearing an end.

Selectivity of Migration Streams

The selectivity of migration streams by sex and race introduce additional

complexity into the patterns of interregional migration. The basic

geographical structure of.migration streams discussed in Chapter 2 is a

mirror for the distribution of Appalachians by sex znd race. That is, the

majority of migrants leave the Appalachian Region and, with the exception

of Central Appalachia, the majority of the intra-Appalachian migrants

remain in the same subregion. However, there are significant differences

by sex and race in levels of mobility and preference of Appalachian

migrants For other subregions in the United States.

Several of the differences between male and female migrants are

characteristic of most, if not all, of the Appalachian Region.
3

The

differences were significant in both time periods for Northern and

Southern Appalachia, and for Central Appalachia in 1970-1975.

the North Central subre ion while females had h" her levels of

reference for the Northeast. Amon ants to the South females

had higher levels of preference for the Southeast. These differences

wer g? especially pronounced for Central Appalachian migrants during

the 1970-1975 period.

3 The in- and atzigation streams in each sex cohort are siatficantlx

related.
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Table III-2
DISTRIBUTION OF APPALACHIAN OUTMIGRANTS, 1965-1970

BY REGION OF DESTINATIONt
(Number of migrants in thousands)

Appalachian Regions

t AppataLlna

Northern

White

Male

(21 0%)

Central Southara

White
Female

Whit.
Male

White

Female

Whit.
Male

Whits

Female Black

(22.2%) (35.0%) (27.2%) (30.4%) (24.6%) (17.3%)
Nut theta 581 23 3% 16 3 20 4% 4.2 11.8% 0.6 3.7% 2.6 1.3% 0.2 0.3% 0.6 1.7%

Central 5 / 2 3 0.8 1 0 3 6 10.1 1.6 93 2.0 1.1 1.1 1.8 0.1 0.3

SIMI iltin 3 4 1.4 0 6 0.8 43 13.2 2.2 13.6 61.9 28.0 13.9 22.5 5.4 15.3

Not ib (56 1) (59_3) (30.8) (31.4) (15.6) (16.6) (32.4)
Nur theast 90.5 36 0 33 8 42.3 1.5 4.2 2.0 12.3 14.7 7.9 6.7 10.9 4.9 13.9

Nut th Combat 52 4 20.1 13 6 11.0 9.5 26.6 3.1 19.1 14.3 7.7 3.6 5.7 6.5 18.5

Saw!' (6.9) (9.7) (30.0) (37.7) (452) (49.2) (41.2)

Southeast 6.2 2 5 2.9 3,6 1.9 5.3 1.5 9.3 54.0 29.0 202 32.7 10.2 29.0
F Ito tilt% 8 3 3 3 4.0 6.0 1.2 3.4 0.9 6.6 8.6 4.6 2.8 4.5 0.8 2.3

South Cential 2 8 1.1 0.9 1.1 7.6 21.3 3./ 22.1 21.5 11.6 7.4 12,0 3.5 9,9

West 23.5 9,3 1.0 8.8 1.5 4.2 0.6 3.7 16.8 8.6 53 9.6 3.2 9.1

Totals 2511 100.0% 79.9 100.0% 35.7 100.0% 16.2 100.0% 185.3 100.0% 61.7 104.0% 36.2 100e%

I I .. Ithe k a 11110144441di nwtows watan WIYIM Appaidcbton tegiim
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Table 111,3
DISTRIBUTION OF APPALACHIAN INMIGRANTS, nas- 1970

BY REGION OF OR IGINt
(Number of migrants in thousands)

Appalachian Regions

Nor-thorn Central $outhern

White W hit.

Female
Whit*

Malt
Whits

Femato

Whit.
Mg*

Whits

Fentah Black

lAppdhichoi (31.3%) (29.4%) (40.1%) (353%) (33.7%) (26.8%) (24.7%)
Nur the; u 58 7 27,9% 16 3 28.0% 5.7 20.2% 0.8 8.2% 3.4 1.9% 0.6 1.0%
Central 4,2 2 0 0,6 1,0 3.6 12.8 1.6 16 3 4.7 2.6 2.2 16 - ,....

Southern 2 6 1,2 0 2 0.3 2.0 71 1.1 11.2 61.9 29.1 13.9 22.3 6.4 24.7%

Nw th (53 3) (573) (30.8) (27.6) (16.5) (18.3) (14.1)
Northeast 10,4 33_4 24 9 42 8 1.7 6.0 0.9 9.2 12.4 7.0 6.6 10.4 1.6 7.3
Nurth Centre( 42.0 19 9 8.7 14.9 7.0 24 8 1 8 18.4 11.0 9.6 4.9 7.9 1.6 6.8

South (5 6) (7,1) (24.1) (28.6) (41.2) (41.8) (67.6)
Southeast 6.4 3 0 1 9 3.3 1,1 1.9 0.8 8.2 46.2 25.4 17.6 28.2 8.3 37.9
1- bifida 3,3 1.6 1 6 2.6 0.6 2.1 0.3 3.1 7.7 4.3 1.8 2.9 0.6 2.3
South Central 2.1 1 0 0,1 1,2 5.1 18.1 1.7 17.3 20.5 11.6 64 10.7 / 3.8 17.4

West 21.0 10 0 3.4 58 1,4 6.0 0.8 8.2 15 3 8.6 8.2 13.1 0.8 3.7

Taub, 210 6 100 e% 68.2 100.0% 28.2 140.0% 9.0 100.0% 171.1 100.0% 62.4 106.0% 21.1 1110.0%

!tot lodes* toter.tottei totgratson w thin nu Appcdsochttso region twhich is also included in Table 21.

'N Lose supto led to 1% sample

V't
s



Toble 111-4
DISTRIBUTION OF APPALACHIAN OUTM1GRANTS, 1970-1976

eV REGION OF DESTINATIONt
(Number of micyants in thousands)

Appalachian Raglans

Northern Coitus) Southern ,

Male

White

f mats
_

White

Mei.
White

Emmale

White
Mae

Whita

F malt Black--
!Appalachia (28 5%) (25 3%) (50.8%) (32.5%) (31.6%) (25.1%) (16.4%)

Nut the, n 66 0 25.4% 21.4 22 8% 4.2 16.8% 1.1 9.6% 2.1 1.3% 0.8 1.0% - -
Genital 4 5 2.1 1.8 1 9 5.1 20 4 1.1 9.6 4.0 2,4 1.4 1.8 0,4 1.3
Suutivala 2.3 1.1 0 6 0 6 3.4 13.6 1.5 13.2 46.8 28.0 17.6 22.3 4.7 15.1

t. Nut th (48.2) (49.6) (11.6) (21.1) (11.9) (13.5) (20.9)
N ut !beast 63 9 29.5 33.3 35 5 0.7 2.8 0.5 4.4 8.0 4.8 6.2 70 3.6 I11.6
Nofth Central 40 6 18.7 13.2 14.1 2,2 8.8 1.9 16.7 11.8 7.1 4.5 5.7 2,9 9.3

South (9.2) (13.6) (31.6) (42.1) (46.1) (52.0) (52.4)
Southeast 1.1 3 6 4./ 5.0 2.0 8.0 0.8 7.0 47.0 28.1 26.8 33.9 10.1 32.5
f lot Ida 9.2 4.2 6.9 7.3 0.9 3.6 0.6 6.3 6.7 4.0 4.0 5.1 0.9 2.9
South Comfit 3.0 1.4 1.2 1.3 5.0 20.0 3.4 .29.8 23.4 14.0 10.3 110 5.3 17.0

Witt 30 4 14.0 10.8 11.5 1.5 6.0 0.5 4.4 17,4 10.4 7.4 9.4 3.2 10.3

Totals 214.6 100.0% 93.9 100.0% 26.0 100.0% 11.4 100.0% 167.2 100.0% 79.0 100.0% 31.1 100.0%

1 !mita/eh mtetzwul rnujiauon within i.e.n a Appalachian t an

Nono saw* tual tin 1% admplu,



Table 111,5
DISTRIBUTION OF APPALACHIAN INMIGRANTS, 1970-19Th

BY REGION OF ORIGINt
(Numbei of nigrants in thousands)

Appalachian Regions

10141:

Not thorn Cenuat

Whits White White Whits White White
Female Mal. Frm41s Male Female Black

in 9%) (28 4%) (30.0%) (26,1%) (210%) (i39%) (17.3%)
n 2S tr. 21,4 26.1% 4 6 9.9% 1,8 10,9% 2.3 1.2 0.6 0.7% 0 4 1.3%4 I 1,9 1 1 1 3 6,1 11.3 , 1.1 5,2 3.4 1.8 1.5 1,8 0.1 0,3

2 1 I 0 0,8 1 0 4 0 8,8 1.4 8 5 46.8 25.0 17.6 21.2 4.1 13.3

(SS 1) (56.31 (34.1) (36,11 (18.6) 118M 122.0
eliejts I 1 I i 4 11.6 39 8 3 3 1,3 1.9 11.5 14,8 7.9 8,7 10.5 3.5 11.7

N.,. it) Coo.iai SI I 2.3 13 S 16 5 12.4 21.4 3.3 23.6 20.0 10,7 6.3 7.6 3.1 10.3

/ 01 6 6) (28.9) (35 1) (41.1) (41.4) 152.01
.ti i!i'l JO 5 8 i ti 3 1 3 8 3.1 8_2 1 i. ,,) ! 47,5 25,3 24.8 29.9 9.0 30.0

I ;a.tto 1 3 3.3 1 1 7.1 1.2 2,6 i;, t, 3 i 8,8 4.7 4.2 5.1 0,6 2.0
'00t1 (.00,41 3 1 1,4 0,6 0 / 8.2 18.1 21 ti 21.9 11.7 10.3 12.4 6.0 20.0

,
19 8 9 0 1 1 8,8 2,9 6_4 0.6 3.6 21.9 11.7 8.9 10.7 2.6 87

219 6 1011 0% 82 0 100 0% 45 3 100.0% 16.5 100.0% 167.4 10110% 619 100.0% 300 100,0%

Southern

11)1410;' Weth.t.t Writ, At .1411,64.111311 sujoio% todatit lb dIu ncludad u Tow.,



#i7tnn tnis amework, the most signficant changes in the pat 'ern of

selectiv

streams, lost woich e-e focused upon Ccntra l Appalachia.

Appalach an migrants were restricted to relatively ,ew

ne in- and outmigration streams of white males and females

for siorthern and Southern Appalachia shows no significant differences in

.ne r relative distribution at regional scale from 1965-1970 to 1970-1975.

'hat is, the pattern pf change in the distribution of male and female in-

anri outmigrants was similar, although the rates of change were always

greater for lees. Such was not the case in Central Appalachia, where

sharp reduction in the rate of outmio ation of males, especially to the

,h Central and .iouth Central regions, was combined with a sharp increase

tne nate of inmigration from the North Central region and an increased

propens!ty fr migrants in 970-1975 to remain in Appalachia, especially in

Central Appalachia.
4

Reduction in the rat nf outmigration of females from

Central Appalachia in 1970-1975 was accompanied by a distinct

reorlentatich of outmigration to the South, esoecially to the South Central

glon. The propensi'Ly of female migrants to s ay in Appalachia also

ease.1, tut not nearly to the level of male migrants.

,oatterns selectirity among black migrants n outhern Appalachia

a so -nanged significantly over the decade. Relatively few black migrants

remained in Southern Appalachia during the decade. The largest proportion

tn se wro left in 1965 970 moved to other parts of the South, With

O'fference be ween their distribution and that of whites from

teri aciia This pattern changed sharply in the next five years.

7ne r :iporticn of black Southern Appalachians moving lorth was reduced by

ore-t tne inmigration of blacks from the North and Southeast region

!!*IC eas,?d sharply; and ou migration to the South Central region nearly

Jou ,ne net effect of tnese changes was that in 1970-1975, a majority

oeret. of black Soutneri Appalachians went to destinations in the

rwresent a major reorienta, 3 their migration.

. , tne proportion rn rating within South rn :ioalacnii dld not

Cel tne re uc 7n ...he rate of net outmigra on.



Age Selectivity of Appalachian Work Force Migrants

Given the patterns of selectivity by race and sex in interregional

migration, the question of the age characteristics of migrants remains.

Age is a migration differential which approximates a person's stage in the

life cyele. Mobility rates commonly increase sharply between 15-19 and 20-

24 years of age, and then decline to a relatively low and stable level from

about 45 years on.
5

Because of restrictions in sample size for the

Appalachian Region, the geographical detail of interregional migration

streams is lost when migrants are cross-classified by race, sex and age

cohort. However, aggregate data shown in age-sex pyramids at subregional

scale clearly outline patterns of selectivity for Appalachian migrants.

Three generalizations can be made about the age distribution of

interregional migrants in each of the three Appalachi subregions.
6

1. Migrants than nonmigrants. This was true of all groups

in each subregion for both time periods.

2. oerg:_yg.eour9_Outmirantsvlerthaninmirants. The exceptions were in

Northern Appalachia, where age distributions were similar, and in

Central Appalachia, where male inmigrants were younger than.

outmigrants.

The bimoda ace distribution common to the female labor force was

especially pronounced among migrants. The critical age cohorts for

female migrants were 25-29 and 35-54, whereas male migrants were

concentrated in the 35-44 year group.
7

The changes in Appalachian migration from 1965-1970, and 1970-1975 were

concentrated in specific age groups. In Northern Appalachia, there was net

outmigration among males and females in all age cohorts in 1965-1970.

Subsequently, a reduction in the outmigration of males in the 34-44 age

-88-
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Fig. 5

AGE PYRAMIDS OF BLACK INTERREGIONAL
MIGRANTS AND NONMIGRANTS

SOUTHERN APPALACHIA
19654970 AND 1970.1975
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group, and increased inmlgration in most other cohorts resulted in a change

to net inmigration among males 45-64 years of age. Among females, the

change to net inmigration was concentrated in the age groups 30-44, and 55-

64. Changes in migration in Southern Appalachia were similar except that

the turnabout to net inmigration include the 20-64 age cohorts for males

and the 25-29 and 35-54 age cohorts for females's.

Change in Central Appalachia was less clearly differentiated by age. Each

age group, male as well as female, had net outmigration in 1965-1970; and,

with the exception of males 65 years of age and older, each age group had

experienced a reduction ,in outmigration and an increase in inmigration

sufficient to have a net inmigration in 1970-1975. Change was concentrated

in the 25-44 age group for males, and in the 25-54 year age groups for

females. In Northern and Southern Appalachia, the age distribution of

outmigrants became younger more rapidly than that of inmigrants thrObgh

time. This was also characteristic of white females in Central Appalachia,

where male immigrants were younger than outmigrants in botli time periods.

This was the only exception to the general rule that outmigrants were

younger than inmigrants in the Appalachian Region over the period 1965-

1.975.

Comparison of the age distributions of inmigrants from Appalachia and other

places with the age distribution of nonmigrants in each of the other

subregions demonstrates other dimensions of the age selectivity of

Appalachian migration which ars important in the migrants' destination

see Fig. 6 pd 7). Three general patterns are clear:

Both Appalachian inmigrants and inmigrants from other regions were

iyounger than nonmigrants at destination. This was true of all groups

in all regions for both time periods.

Male Appalachian inmigrants were younger than inmigrants from other

regions. This was also true of all subregions for both time periods.

-97-
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AGERSEX PYRAMIDS OF INTERREGIONAL
IMMIGRANTS AND NONM1GRANTS

THE NORTH CENTRAL REGION
1965.1970 AND 1970.1975

(White only)
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Throu h time male A'.aiachian inmi.rants became relativ un e

a_hottthanmaleinmiromierrions. Although the age

distribution of all §roups was younger in 1970-1975 than 44'1965-1970,

the difference between Appalachian inmigrants and inmigrants from

other regions increased. This was consistent with the increasing

youthfulness of outmigrants from the Appalachian Region in 1970-1975.

The distinctiveness of the age distribution of male Appalachian inmigrants

was most clearly defined in the North Central region (Fig. 7), which

continued to be a major destination of outmigrants from Cent:ral and

Southern Appalachia even in 1970-1975.

The patterns of age selectivity of female Appalachian-inmigrants to other

regions were much less clear. Compared to female inmigrants from other

regions, the bimodal age distribution characteristic of outmigrants'from

Appalachian subregions also appeared in, the age-sex pyramids of

Appalachian inmigrants to other regions. Significantly larger.proportions

of Appalachian inmigrants were ip the age cohorts Of 29 and lesi, and.45-

64, than wer'i inmigrants from other regioni. 1n.1970-1975, Appalachian

inmIgrants in the North Central subregion werelyounger than inmigrants from
4

other subregions, primarily because of a shiftin the age dis.tribution of

outmigrants from Appalachia to other age cohorts. But in the Southern

subregions, inmigrants from other places were younger than those from.

Appalachia.

Summary

There were significant differences by race, sex and age in Appalachian

migration behavior. Because they are the majority of the covered labor

force, the behavior of white male migrants underlay the general patterns of

change. Males were the most mobile group and experienced the greatest

change. Compared with females male migrants were more likely to remain in

103
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Appalacnia and, in 1970-1975, miles werie more likely to move to the Region.

Decreased rates of outmigration from/Appalachiar. and increased rates of

immigration, especially from the North Central region, were characteristic

of male migration. Female migrants/4ere more likely to relocate in other

regions, primarily in the Southy The change in Central Appalachian

migration is a case in point. Howper, even smaller proportions of blacks

in Southern Appalachia remained i/h the Region despite a significant shift

in their migration from North to South.

Selectivity by age generall follows expected patterns. That is,

nonmigrants in the .Appalachi n Region and other places are older than

migrants;1 and _Appalachian migrants are younger than those from other

places. Through time, outmig.rants from ApPajachia have become even younger

than inmigrants to the Regr,ion and, in the 'case of males, Appalachian

inmigrants to other places have become younger than inmigrants from othei

regions. The patterns of selectivity for Appalachian females are less

consistent because.of their bimodal age distribution in the labor force.

But on the whole, Appalachian migration continuei. to add a relatively young

populat4on to other places and, in combination with the age of inmigrants,

the Appalachian Region's populatio, becomes relatively older.

Central Appalachia was the source of' most exceptions to these

generalizations. Selectivity y sex and age was mirrored in the aggregate

patterns of change in mobilit and the organization of migration streams.

The turnabout in net migratl was shared by all age groups, male as well

as ;emale. However, male inpigrants were younger than male outmigrants.
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FOOTNOTES

1
Education is also an important migration differntial. However,

measures of education are not included in the Continuous Work History

Sample.

2
Central Appalachia had the largest total shift in migration rats,.

with 14.6 pOcent for men and 10.3 percent for women. Comparable figures

for Southern Appalachia were 4.0 percent and 1.4 percent, and 2.6 percent

and 1.4 percent for Northern Appalachia; see Table

3
See Tables 111-2 *III 111-4, and 111-5.

4
The rate of outmigration of males from Central Appalachia to the

North Central region was reduced from 6 to 1.2 percent over the decade, and

the rate of inmigration of males from the North Central subrggion to

Central Appalachia increased from 1.3 to 6.8 percent. In 1970-1975, the

majority (50.8 percent) of Central Appalachian male migrants moved between

zones witnin the Appalachian Region.

5
Cfe Larry H. Long and Celia G. Boertlein. The Geognaphical

of Americans: An International Comparison. Current Population Reports,

Special Studies, Series P-23, No. 64.

6
See Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. These generalizations are within the

context of systematic variations in the age distribution of white

nonmigrants and migrants among the Appalachian subregions. In 1964970,

Northern Appalachia had the oldest population while Southern Appalachians

were the youngest. Central Appalachians were in between the two extremes,

although more like Northern than Southern Appalathia. Southerri.

Appalachian blacks had the youngest age distribution of any group. The age

distr on of all groups in all subregions was younger in 19704975 than
in IS 1-1970.
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7
In 1970-1975, the age distribution of the male labor force more

.closely resembled that of the females. The female labor force was
significantly older than the males in all,subregions at both times.
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CHAPTER 4

7 S.

RELATIVE INCOME CHARACTERISTICS OF APPALACHIAN MIGRATION

Introduction

S.

Appalachian migration traditionally thas been explained as a rational

approach to interregional differences in,economic opportunity. 'The large-

s'cale outmigration of-the 1940s and 1950s was considered to be a response

to relative deprivation. It was a necessary adjustment tosan imbalance

between a rapidly growing regional labor force and declining job

opportunities (4. Brown and Hillery, 1962; and 'Brown, 1971.and 1972). The,

Appalachian Regioltal Commission's human resource development program

proposed to improVe the opportunities for Appalachian people to prosper

wherever they misht choose ta live..

Studies of aggregate nei migratibn conclude that Appalachians generally

move to areas of higher income and greater opportunity (Levine and

Addleman, 1973; Rutman, 1970; and Sanders: 1971). They seek aut places

within Appalachia as well as outside of the Region which have better

opportunities, presumably in order to maximize their personal benefits

lwithin an environment of perceived differentials in economic opportunity.

Studies of the cbsts and benefits of selected. migration streams from

Central'Appalachia suggest that the greet majority of the migrants are

successful in that sense. They significantly increased their absolute
incomes as well as their income potions relative.to those who stayed in

Appalachia; and, .through t1me,o4 reach the qncome levels of previous

inmigrants and long-term residenis*a.i their destinations. However, duAng
the decade 1965-1975 the income benefits to Appalachian migrants relative

to the income'of migrants from other regions and of nonmigrants at their

destinations, and changes in these benefits are not clear. Analysis of the

Continuous ,Work History Sample (CWHS) data demonstrates that the income

advantage of migration has varied through time, as well les with the
.)direction of movement.
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-Appal.achian Migratipn: A Review of Other Studies

The sensitivity of Appalachi.an migration to income differenttals between

Appalachia and other .parts Of the nation depends upon the sge,of the

differential among alternate destinqions, the characteristics of :the

destinations and the characteristics of the migrants. Central Appalachian
1104

high school seniors are especially sensitive to income differentials

(Hansen, 1970; Hansen and Yokhin, 1970). They are at a stage in the life

cycle when they are most likely to associate migration witn locating a

6rmanent job and establishing an independent househol*d. Although a large

majority of them would prefer to stay in their home region (i.e., in

eastern Kentucky and eastern Tennessee), the majority eXpected to

leave Appalachia. and probably not return.

The propensity to migrate rom Appalachia depends upon the size of the

income differential between the Region and other places. . The majority of

the high school seni9rs preferred to remain in'Appalachia when incomes were

approximately the same in'all locations. As the differential increased,

they preferred local growth centers, then regional capitals (i.e.,

Lexington, Kentucky and Knoxville, Tennessee) and large metropolitan

centers located outside of Appalachia (e.g.I.Cincinnati; Atlanta, Chicago

and Detroit). However, significantly large increments in income

*differentials were necessary to induce migration to metropolitan.centers.

Young men were potentially less inclined to leave'Central Appalachia than

young women, a difference which presumably reflected perceived differences

in opportunities for men and women in Appa.lachia. But among those who

migrated, Young women were slightly more likely to go to nearer smaller

cities while young men moved longer distances to larger cities.

Compared with high school seniors, people who were older heads-of-

households, owned property and were more established in the community were

much less likely to migrate, especially to a place outside of Appalachia

(Smith and Klindt 1976) They constitute the majority population in'the



Reglon. Because they earn higher incomes and have more investments "at

home," the income increment which would be necessary forothem to migrate

may be in excess of what they could expect to receive. The locational

preferences of the Appalachian majority and high school seniors were

similar. But the incremental incomes necessary for the former to migrate

to regional centers and large metropolitan areas outsqelof Appalachia were

significantly greater than in the case of high school seniors.

Micro-studies of Appalachian migration behavior clearly demonstrate that

migration is a.deliberate process designed to maximize personal and family

income benefits. Appalachian migration tends to be job-related' and kin-

dominated. Getting a job., or getting a better jet), is the single most

important consideration for most migrants.(especially males); and they go

to places where the support from their network of relatives and friends is

most usjul (espeCially females). Studies of emigration froiCeastern

Kentucky to Lexington and Cincinnati provide detailed accounts of the

Strategies used in achieving the migrants' objective of gaining better

employment, i.e., maximizing benefits, while reducing the uncertainty

wfiich surrounds the-move (0eaton, 1972; and Morgan, 1973). Migration

occurred when a Sob was secured.

The Appalachian poor follow similar strategies to achieve simdlar goals

(abt, 1970; Peterson, Sharpe and Drury1976). LowNtincome people from

eastern Kentucky migrated becauSe they believed that it was easier to find

employment in the city at better pay. The migrants who left Appalachia had

lower-incomes than nonmigrants, but they gradually earned higher incomes in

the areas to which they moved. Their migration, however,' was mo.'e

stimuLited by economic stress in Appalachia than was the case of migrants
drug

from other areas. These moves were made in an
e
eavironment of great

uncertainty. The conspgdeloce is that they moved more frequently to get a

job, rather than to get a better job; theY may have aepended more hevily

upon support from frtehds and rtlatives; and they experienced greater
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j
initial instability in the job market as they sought toAmprove their

economic position. Assistance from relatives ana friends,.unemployment

compensation anti, temporary resettlement back in Appalachl'a are means of

coping with instability. "Public assistance.is'essentially a Jest resort,

and not a determinant of migrition.

Private income gains from migration are positive for most Appalachian

migrants. Morgan t1974), for example, reports that migrants from eastern

Kentucky to Lexington and Cincinnati significantly increased their family'

'incomes even considering cott-q-living differentials. Lexington mjgrants

easily recaptured more than their costs in,the firsf Year after moving.

Migration to Cincinnati was less profitable, yet their incomes were

,significantly higher than those of people who rematned in eastern,Kentucky.

The economIc success of tile migrants to Lexington and Cincinnati was

primarily' the result of increasing the number 'of family members.in the

labor force. However, studies of individual ,Personal income gains report

similar results; that is, migrants from Appalachia increased their int6mes

more rapidly, and tc higher ,)evels,, then those who stayed in the Region.

The large absolute increases in income occurred upon migration and they

were followed by ) slow steady long-term improvement toward hi her wage

levels.

Relatively poor Appalachian migrants had,similar resulis, although they

reached lower-than-average income levels. Migrants from Appalachia

consistently were reported to have.lower premigraticn income levels, ane to

have achieved higher postmigration income levels, than those who remained-

in the Region. Recent migrants generally take relatively low entry level

jobs in which skills and education are relatively unimportant,as conditions

of job placement.. Consequently, their initial income is low and mey be

unstable as they search for better jobs at higher pay. They also may have

loWer initial incomes* than long-term restdents (Peterson, Sharp, and

Drury, 1976). The majority of those who stay gradually improve their

.
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income until, after 'several years, they are at the level of long-term.

'residents. Men clearly profited more .rom migration than women. The

. majority of women who migrated' to low-income areas in Cleveland had not

planned to work. When they did get ajob, the wages were low ind increased

slbwly. Among southern migrants to Cleveland, income benefits differed

sharply by sex and 'race. 8)ack women realized essentialli no 'personalC

income bAefit frOm moving. '

Much less is known about the costs and benefits of migration to Appalachia.

The majority, of the attention has focysed upon return migration

(cf. Sanders, 1972; 'Wiedemann, 1968; and Deaton, 1972). feelings of

ziostalgia, and ditsatisfaction with social relationships and community

life in cities are significant characteristics of the.adjustment patterns

of a large min6rity of Appalachian migrants. Surveys of return migivation

to Central Appalachia in the late 190s and 1960s concluded that the

returnees, most of whom were marginally.attached to the labor force at

their one-time destination, returned to,Appalachia because they bad faileg
r

to solve .satisfactorily their urban adjustment problems. Subsequent

research t.ss demonstrated that there are, in fact,-two groups of returnees,

\-oniaLof 4hich has relatively high socioeconomic status. In any tase, return

migrants were a minority (20 or 30 percent) of 'total inmigration to

Appalachia.. Reurnees were ;ore similar to nonmigrants ip Appalachia in

many respect. including income levels, than to nonretutn migrants. The

latter viere clearly better skilled and better educated than either

nonmigrants or return migrants, especially in those counties which had a,

high rate of inmi ation.

Compared with the micro-level studies, regional analyses of-the income

benefits to Appalachian migration have produced conflicting results.

Gallaway, McBride and Vedder11971), for example, analyzed "recent" (i.e.

1955-1960) migration data from the 1960 census for the Appalachian and non-

Appalachian portions of Appalachian states. They concluded that

,Apfilalachian outmigrants, , although slightly more sensitive to income
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differentials and job opportunities than non-Appalachian outlalge1fifS, had

failed to improve either their, absolute Or relatve income status as a

reSult of lbtational decisions although others had succeeded.

Hirschberg', (1968) analysis of Continuous Work History Sample data fOr

1957-1963, however, did not support that conclusion. He reported that

(Hirschberg, 1968, p. 31):

....those who migrate increase their wages faster than those who did

not migrate; those who migrate long distances increase their wages

faster than those who migrate .short distances. Long-distance

Appalachian migrants increased their wages raster than short-dist'ance

migrants; the latter in.turn increased their wages faster than those-

who have remaked in Appalachia. Those who remained in Appalachia had

higher initial wages than those who pigrated from Appalachia. Among

migrants, short-distance movers earned lower wagee than long.distance

movers.

The income benefits to mlgration were greater for men than for women, and

for whites than for blacks. Black males received lower absolute wages than

white males, and had lower rates of wage increase irrespective of their

migration decisions. Also, migrants to Appalachia had higher premigration

incomes tharf outmigrants, al hougethe rate of increase for inmigrants was

slower.

In summary, the existing studies of the personal income benefits associated

with Appalachian migration* suggest that the results of the deeision to

,migrate have been favorable for most. Although outmigrants frbel Appalachia

originally had lower incomes than nonmigrants, they increased their

incomes more rapidly than' these nonmigrants to reach: levels which

approximated those of previous inmigrants and long-term residents in the

places to which they moved. Except for return migrants, migrants to



Appalachia had higher incomes than prevailed in the Region, although their

income increased relatively slower. The degree to which an individual

migrant participated in these personal income benefifs, howekler, depended

upon sex, race and distance migrated as well as other migrant

characteristics.

The extent to which these findings can be generalized across the

Appalachian subregions and through time 's limited. First, the

microeconomic studies of costs and benefits are limited to a few migration

streams between areas' in Central Appalachia, West Virginia aNd a few

midwestern cities (e.g., Cincinnati, Cleveland, Lexington, Indianapolis

and Detroit) while the gross regional framework which Hirschbeog used is

not sensitive to the relationship between the geography of interregional

migration and income changp.
1.

Other studies at regional and subregional

scale are nothelpful because either income orrigration, or both, are

measured in the aggregate..2 Secondi almost a decade separates the earlier

large-scale studies such as Hirschberg's, and the more recent micro-level

research. Migration patterns have changed considerably during that'time.

.Since migration strategies and income benefits are interrelated, the

income chara.teristics of AiSpalachian migration may have changed as well.

Third, .ne measures of 'income' benefits compare the income levels .of

Appalachian migrants with nonmigrantst'usually im Appalachia, with the

migrants' premigration and postmigration income levels and with the

incomet of previous migrants andMang-term residents of the destination.

Appalachians are the reference group for each meaure. These studies fail

to explain how income gains of Appalachian migrants compare relative to

other groups, or what the relative change in income benefits are that

foLlow interregional migration.

Measuring Relative Income Benefits

Determination of the personal income blylefits associatd wtth Appalachian

migration follows a methodology developed by Trott, Mason and Smith,(1974)

to analyze the relative income charactc, istics of interregional migrants.
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t
They used the Continuous Work His .story Sample as their primary'source

data. In .this study, the methodology is expanded to include two time

periods, 1965 .to 1970 and 1970 to 19754 The analysis is restricted to

white maleF in the covered labor Forr...e because of much smaller sample:sizes

fcr the interregional migration streams of female and black Appalachicns.

White males wer.e the majority of the migrants, as well 4S the group most

strongly attached to the labor fo-ce.

'The premigrition (1965 and 1970) and postmigration (1976 and 1975) average

annual 'earnings provide estimates on the ihcome charactiristics of

Appalachian mic.eration streams through time.
3

They are the bas:s for

measuring the income selectivity of migration, as well as gains in current

income for migrants and nonmigrants. The average Absolute gains in

earnings cf migrants to and froM'Appalachia were positive in both itme

periods. However, these changes must be qualyfied by comparing the

migran'ts' gains with the gains of iionmigrants in their respective places of

origin. In order to ma;fe this comparison, it is necessary to assupfe that

if the migrants had stayed, they would have received the same gains in

average earnings as nonmigrints. Postmigration earnings can then be

compared with the earnings of nonmigrants in either the regions of origin

or of destinaton. 4

The absolUte gain in earnings associated with migratibn does not consider

interregional differences in cost-of-living. these differences are

important, as people presumably migrate to improve their real income

position. Consistently defined cost-of-living data are not available.

Trott, Mason and Smith (1974) use measures of relative income to compare

migrants' earnings- with those of. nonmigrants, at both origins and

destinations, and to relate absolute earnings gains to regional

differentials. Implicit in this analysis, therefore, is the. assumption

that differences in cllst of living among areas are accurately reflected in

differences Iti level& of average income. Of course, even if this were an

accurate measure, other considerations play a role in individual

assessment of the overall sAisfaction from migration.



13e1Aliy.l.istsom_Rasition is calculated from the simple ratio of:

whe =,e is relative thcome position and Y
R

1.00 - Y
R

is avera ef absolute earninlis

mis reference migrants and tionmigrants, or staA respectively

reference origin and destination respectively, and

t
1

reference the beginning and end of each t me period

respectively.

Ratio compares the preMivation (i.e., 1465 to 970) absolute annual

average incomes of migrants relative to the iticomes of nonmigrants in their

subregions of origin; ratio (2) comperes the postmigration (i.e., 1970 to

1975) absolute average annual incomes of migrants relative to the incomes

of nonmigrants in their subregions of destination.

The change in relative income position is then measured by a ratio of the

postmigration relWve income position to the premigration relative income

position:

(3)
1 mj t 1 m sl. o

This ratio measures the relative change in relative income, taking into.

account the income differenCes whict ,ist between regions i and j. The

values reference on unity, which reprents the average annual earnings of



nonmigrants and denotes the percentage change in relative income position

over time. A value greater than unity indicates that the migrants' gains

are in excess of the regional differential; conversely, a value less than

'unity suggests that the migrants' gains have failed to equal the regional

differential.

Income Benefits fo hite Male Appalachlan Migrants the Labor Force

Period 1: .1965 to 1970

The income di ferentials among non-Appalachian .egions of the United

S,tates in 1965 followed a familiar pattern (Table IV-5).4 Average annual

incomes of white male nonmigrants'ranged from highs of 46,879 in the North

Central region am:06,751 in the Northeast to $5,347 in the South Central

region. The regions of Appalachia generally conformed-to'this north-south

pattern, with an average income in Northern Appalachia of $6,060 and of

S5498 in Southern Appalachia. Central Appalachia had an average income of

$4,840, the lowest in the United States. Althojgh absolute income

differentials between Appalachia and other parts of the country increased

by 1970. Premigration (1965) incomes of outmigrants were less.than those

of nonmigrants in each region of the United States. The largest difference

was in Central Appalachia., where the outmigrants'- average premigration

income o $3,736 was only 77 percent of the $4,840 income of zonal

nonmigrants. In Northern Appalachia, the premigration income ratio was 92

percent and in Southern Appalachia, 89 percent, of the nonmigrant

Table 1V1 presents the pattern of differentials.in migrant incomes and

changes in income, compared with nonmigrants, for six regions (combining

several in Table IV-5), to provide data mith higher reliability in

interregional flows.

By 1970, Appalachian migrants to most regions, (including Northern

Appalachia, had achieved an income level which wAs greater than that of

nonmigrants in their region of origin. On the average, the postmigration
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. IV-1
AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNINGS 612 WHITE MALES, U.S. REGIONS,

MIGRANTS COMPARED WITH NONMIGFIANTS, 1965-1970

Regions of Destination

Appalachia Northern

Repo s øf Origin Northern

Central

and

Southern Northeast

North

Central Southern Western

Out-

Migrants

(Average)

Non-

%rant%

Avenge

Northern (Number)t (58.71 (9.1) (90.5) (52.4) 17.3)* (23.5)* (192.8) (1,045.91.
1965 5 4,827 $ 6.006 $ 5,956 S 5,287 $ 6,295 5 5,860 $ 5,796 6 6,060
1970 84140 8,790 9,959 9,196 9,182 10,138 9.648 8: 580

Gain, 1965-1970 $ 3.213 $ 2,784 $ 4,003 $ 3,909 $ 2,487 $ 4,276 $ 3853 $ 2,530

at Central and Southern (Number) (6.7) (62.2)
r

(16.2)* ;13.8)4 (94.8) (17.3)* (158.8) (635.5)*
1965 $ 5,076 4,313 5,390 4,440 4,284 5,46.1 6 4,570 $ 5116
1970 8,890 6,699 8,738 8,467 7,095 9,474 7,803 7,576

Gam, 1965-1970 $ 3,814 2,386 / 3,348 4,027 2,831 4,013 4 3,233 S 2,460

Northeast (Number) (70.4) (14.1) (4)4.2) (108.9) ( 1093) (172.9) (476.0) (5,700.0)
1165 $ 5,841 5,536 .6,314 7,10t 6,219 6,954 $ 6,611 $ 6,751
1970 8,996 8,161 10,167 11,365 9,212 10,842 10,234 9,942

Gain, 1965-1970 $ 3,155 2,625 3,853 4,263 2.993 3.888 $ 3,623 S 3,191

North Centrtl (Number) (42.0)* (24.0)* (113.3) (464.3) (87.4) (192.4) 145d. i) (4,509.1)
1965 $ 6,469 5,305 7,614 5,841 5,903 6,11P $ 6:4132 $ 6.813
1970 9,391 6,525 11,818 9,333 8,218 9,598 9,898

Gam, 1965-1970 S 2,922 1,220 4,304 3,492 2,315 3.480 $ 3,291 $ 3,019

Southern (Number) ;112) (80.2) (83.)) (65.3) (278.9) (853) (325.9) (1,327-8)
1965 $ 5,195 4,427 5,443 5,120 4,579 5,140 $ 5,040 $ 5,452
1970 8,765 7,376 9,480 9,029 7,646 8,928 8,701 8,138

Gain, 1965-1970 S 3,570 2,949. 4,037 3,909 3,067 3,788 S 3,661 $ 2,686 .

WIntern U.S. (Number) (21.0)* 116.7) (149.3) (178.5) (114.1) (452.5)* (479.6) (6,745.p
1965 S 6,433 5,218 8,371 5,896 6,253 5,461 5' 6125 $ 6,207
1970 10,741 7,986 10,653 9,838 9,175 8,776 9,909 9,139

Gain, 1965-1970 $ 4,308 2,767 4,282 3,90t 2,922 3,315 5 3,784 $ 2,932

Total. inmigrantS (Number) . (151.9) (144.1) (452.4) (428.9) (423.3) (491.6) (2,092.2) (20,5614)
(Average) 1965 $ 6;012 $ 4,873 S 6,368 $ 5,926 $ 5,728 S 6,207 $ 5,981 S 6,393

1s70 9,324 7,470 10,521 9,947 8,521 9,940 9,565 9,358
Gain, 1965-1970 $ 3,312 $ 2,597 $ 4,153 $ 4,021 $ 2,793 5 3,733 $ 3,584 S 2,965

.rredirs .noicate safnc size with standard deviation of earnings more than 10 percent of the volutes shown; as follows: 141 (10 percent); 118
(11 percent); 41 ill.) percent): 67 114 percent).

--
dice's 'smote size with standard deviations between 5 and 10 Pen:wit. 500 (5 percent); 400 (6 percent): 300 (7 percent): 200 (814 percent):

150 i10 percent). Trus implies that about one-thirl of ces the average earnings differfrom is complete census by more than the stated
percentage

,

ileumber in thousends; if the decimal point is omitted, the num r is t number of cases in the 1 percent sample.h%,.
i(Outmigrapts and inmigrants refer to in*terregionel migrants, excluding mi rams within the same region. Intraregional migrants (within the UM.

egion) 4re migrants between :ones within stun region. tvonmigrants are white males in covered labor force who were working in the same
zone .n 1985 and 1970.

4,:n the nestarn U.S. migration between the four census oivisions (W.N. Central, WS. Centrai, Mountain, and Pacific).
Seems' Soacial tabulations Of 1% Continuous Work History Sample dista by migration zones and regions. Bureau et Economic Anelysis,

Department of Commerce, for the Appalachian Regional Commission. Oata summarized and tabulated by ARC staft
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Table IV-2
RELATIVE GAIN IN RELATIVE INCOME POSITIONS OF WHITE MALE MIGRANTS, ALL AGES, 1965-1970

REGION OF DESTINATION

Region of Ultra

Appeleckie

Maniacs Central Sauthern Northeast

Nur than Appalachia 1.18 (1.2) (b.t) 1.02

Centrol AppelacIna (1.0) (1.3) (1.2) (0.8)

Southern Appalachia (1 1) (1 .1) 1.03 (0.8)

Nut theast 1.21 (1.2)
,.... 11.31 1.09

North Central 1.16 (1.2) 1.11 1.09 ..

SOutheatt (1.1) 1.15 0.92

horde (1.1) ) (1.3)* (1.2) 0.94

South Central "".9) 1.29 0.92

Western U S, 1 21 (1.4) 1.24 1.04

NUI _ aatts undo

iionhern

Oterth Central

1.06

(1.2)

(0.9)

1.10

1.11

c)0.93...

8.96

1.00

1.05

Southern

Western U.S.Southeast r1orida SCuthbientra1

(1.21 ..,,....." (1.0) (0.9) 1.11

(1.1) (1.1) (0.9)

1.07 (1.0) 1.06 0:99
1.32 1.08 (1.3) 1.15

1 .29 1.01 1.26 1.10

1.11 1.06 (1.1) 1.04

117 1.06 (1.1) 1.08

(1.3) (1.2) 1.13

ill:1.15 1.00 1.18
-....._

ithesas I ) iria based on small . .mple numbers av-I'lichiwive standard deviations of this earnings ranging upward from 10 percent to just OWN----30 pet Lunt ot the base Num Soe foutgotes to Table IV.5.
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income of Northern Appalachian outmigrants exceeded that of nonmigrants by

over S11000. On the average, outmigrants from Central, and Southern

Appalachia realized large increases in income but Oid not reach the 1970

income level of nonmigrants in their respective origins. Central

Appalichians who migrated to the North Central subregion achieved income

levels which were above those of nonmigr4nts in Centnal Appalachia.

Central Appalachians who went to the North Central region were the only

ones1to more than double their income. SoUthern Appalachian migrants to

the North, including Northern Appalachia and the western United States had

income leAels above those of nonmigrants. Those who migraXed to regions in

the South averaged $7,190 in 1970, substantially less than for the former

group.

Relative Inc es of Migrants. As noted, all migrants substantially

improved their economic circumstances from 19654970: Absolute incomes

rose and in the case of Central Appalachia migrants to North Central, their

incomes more than doubled. But what, about their standing in their

destination i-egions? By and large, all migrants improved their relative

status.as well. Exceptions are,those few caSes with an index less than 1 in

Table IV-2. The., relative income positions of-white male migrants from

Appalachia are shown graphically in Figure 8. The-solid line charts the

premigration (1965) income position of migrants from. particular

Appalachian subregion relative to the 1965 income of nonmigrants in that

Iubregion., - An income position above th* index line of 1.00- (i.e.,

nonmigrant.wages in thi.respective AppalaOlian region in 1965) indicates

th.at the premigration incomes of migrantsjto that region were higher than

those ot nonmigrants at oriqin. An income position below the index line

indicates that the'migrants average premigration income was less than that

of nonmigrants at their region of origin.

The dashed (red) lines show the postmigration (1970) income positions of

Appalachian migrants relative to the 1970 incomes of nonmigrants in the

subregions to which they moved. In this case, the index line of 1.00

references the income of nonmigrants at destination.
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Irmiigrants to Appalachia from other subregions of the United States had

Oremigration (1965) incomes which, on the average, were below the income,of

nonmigrants in the places from which they moved, as well as below the

incomes of migrants who went to non-4p0alachian regions (Table IV=i).

Migrants to Northern Appalachia had incomes which averaged 88 percent of

the nonmigrants' incomes in the,regions from whichAhey came. The figures

for Southern and Central Appalachia were 76 and 65 percent, respectively.

Despite their relatively low fncome outside ,of Appalachia, inmigrants

'generally improved t ir income position in each of the Appalachian

regions.'

The premigration (1965) relative Income position of migrants underscores

the generalization that migrants have below average premigration incomes.

Compared with migrants from other regions in'the eastern United States, the'

poverty of Central Aprialachian migrants is obvious, as premigration

incomes were by far the lowest of any region of origin.

Migrants from other regions clearly improved their relative income

position by 1970. Northern Appalachian migrants had done almost as well;

Southern Appalachian migrants had 'mixed results, :although the overall

shift was an improvement in their Position. In the case of Central

Appalachia, migrants improved their general positiT significetly despite

the relative loss in position forkselected streams. Southern and Central

Appalachian outmigrants had significant'income gains,'and moved, closer to

parity with non grants at their destinations. However, their improvement

was less than t at of migrants from all other regions, including Northern

Appalachia. Despite the gains in relative income to Appalachian migrants,

they generally did not achieve 1970 income levels'equivalent to those of

migrants from other parts of the United States who moved to the same

regions.
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Figure 10

'INTERREGIONAL MIGRATIONS af white males
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Period 2: 1970-1975

The average premgration (1-970) incomes of white male migrants th the

United States continued to be lower than those of nonmigrants in their

respective regions of origin (Tables IV-3 and IV'-6). Central Appalachia
__-

continued to have the largest income differential between outmigrants and

nonmgrants although, ,in 1970) the premigration -incomes of outmigrants

were about 82 percent of-the nonmip-ant average. There was no significant

change in the general regional..,income characteristics of Appalachian

Illigration; that is, those with above average premigration incomes

continued tove to northern regions and western U.S.; those with below

average incomes went south.
4

Although the-pattern sof migration was similar to the previous period, the

relative changes in ,income which, resulted were not. The average

postmigration (1975) incomes which outtigrants achieved did mit reach the

income levels of nonmigrants in Appalachia. The absolute increases 'in

migrant incomes were larger in many cases, but only selected migrant

streams reached parity with nonmigrant Appalachians in each region.

NorthernAppalachians who migrated to the North Central, and Southern

Appalachians' who) moved .to Whe west, clearly 'surpassed the incomes of

nonmigrants in lheir respective subregions of origin. In Central

Appallchia, the aVerage posimigration income fell4below the average income

level of nonmigrants in 1975, although the average dollar gain for 1970.,

1975 was comparable. Central Appalachia, which had the lowest nonmigrant

income level a decade earlier,Thow had higher average, nonmigrant income

levels for,white malei in 1975 than Southern Appalachia, the Southeast and

the South Central regions.

The relati.ie incomeipositions of Appalachian migr'ats also changed as a

result of the moves (Figure 11 and Table IV-4). CoMpared with 1965, the

premigration income position of outmigrants in 1970,had remained similar in

Northern and Southern Appalachia, but had Increased significantly for
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Table IV-3
AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNINGS OF WHITE MALES, U.S. REGIONS,

MIGRANTS COMPARED WITH NONMIGRANTS, 1970-1975

.2
%if
c.
.z.<

c
,...
0.).=
=
,T)Z

Regions of Origin

Northern (Number) t

1970

1975

Gain, 1970-1975

Carmel and Southern (Number)

1970

1975

Gain, 1970-1975

Northeast (Number)

1970

1975

Gain, 1970-1975

North Central (Number)

MO
1975

Gain, 1970-1975

Southern (Numbed

1970

1975

Gain, 1970-1975

Western U.S. (Number)

1970

1975

Gain, 1970-1975
*,

Total nmi n (Number)

19,70

197S

Gain. 1970-1975

Regions of Outination

Non-

Migr gnu

(Amer)

(960.8)

5 8,146
12,59,1

$ 4,445

(68U)
$ 7,233

10,935

$ 3,702

15,058.3)
$ 9,490

13,958

$ 4,468

14;296.0)

5 9,389
13,821

$ 4,432

(1,974.5)

5 7,795
11,636

$ 3,841

(6,786.4)
; 8,395

12,886

$ 4,490

(11,759.5)

$ 8.779
13,157

; 4,37$

Appalachia Northern

Southern Western

(19.9)* (30.4)*
$ 6,839 $ 8,859

10,610 13,094

$ 3,771 $ 4,325

(85.0) (18.9)*
6,070 7,183

9,951 12,933

3,881 5,750

(158.4) (741.9)-
7,888 9,327

11,013 13,984
3,125 4,657

(108.1) (230.6)

7,811 8,195

10,212 12,302

2,401 4,107

(286.5) (115.3)

6,304 7,535

10,218 12,078

3,914 4,i43J

) (452.3)
7,522

1143 11,726

4 2 7 4,204

(486,3) (837.1)
$ 7,422 $ 8,507

10,819 12,957

- $ 3,397 t 5 4 450

Total,x
Out-

Migrants

(Avenge)

(161.6)

$ 7,978
12,702

$ 4,724

(132.9)

$ 6,350
10,607\ 4,457

(598.5)

$ 8,908
13,198

$ 4,290

(514.2)

$ 8,328
12,418

$ 4,090

(342.6)
$ 7,240

11,736

$ 4,496
I

(461.4)

5 8,274
13,192

$ 4,918

(2,211.2)

5 8,161
12,609

$ 4,448

Northern

(55.0)

$ 6,463
10,830

5 4,367

(6.3)

5 6,882
14,191

$ 7,309

(71.2)

$ 8,093
12,180

$ 4,087

(51.1)

S 8,360

13,393

5 5,033

06.2)'
$ 9,215

13,686
$ 4,471

(19.8)*

$ 7,503
12,666

$ 6,237

(164.6)

$ 8,169
12,640

$ 4,671

Central

and

Southern

(6.8)

$ 7,091
11,432

$ 4,341

(59.3)

6,183

10,435

4,262

(18.1)*
8,523

11,407

2,88A

(32.4)*
7,504

10,064

2,560

(91,3)

6,331

10,105
. 3,774

(14.8)*
9,045

13,397
4,351

(173.4)

$ 7,198
10,756

$ 3,558

Northeast

(63.9)

$ 8,034
12,629

5 4,595

(8.7)

6,785

12,414

5,629

(427.2)

8,492

13,214

4,722

(92.0)

9,532

15,588

6,056

(69.4)

7,718

12,320

4,602
,

(149.6)

9,212

14,666

5,454

(383.6)

$ 9,767
14,072

$ 5,305

North

Central

(40,6)*
$ 7,937

13,764

$ 5,827

(14.0
6,411

10,611

4,200

(108.9)

10,057

15,598

5,541

(414.3)

8,075

12,378

4,303

(50.4)

6,917

12,476

5,559

(153.3)

7,898

12,814

4,316

(367.2)

$ 8,352
13,615

$ 5,263

Italia indicate sample sae with standard deviation of earnings more then 10 percent of the values shown; as follows: 140 (10 percent); 87
(12!i Percent); 68 114 percent); 63 (14% percent).

*Indies*/ sample size with standard devietions between 5 and 10 percent: 500445 percent); 400 (6 percent): 300 (7 percent); 200 (83ipercent);150 (10 percent). This impes that in about one-third of cases, the average earnings differ from a complete census by more than the stated
percentage.

?Number in thousands; if the decimal point is omitted, the number is the number of cases in the 1percent sample.
*Outmigrants and inmigrsnts re'ter to interregiChal migrants, excluding migrants within the same region. Intearegional migrants (within the same
region) are migrants between zones within each region. Nonmigranu are white males in the covered labor, force who were working in the sem*zone in 1965 and 1970.

=In th Wtitern U.S.: migration between the four census divisions (W.N. 'Central, W.S. Central, Mountain, and Pacific).
Sokircir Special tabulations of 1% Continuous Work History Sample data by migration zones and regions, 84...-eau of Economic Analysis, U.S.

Department of Commerce, fee the Appalachian Regional Commission. Outs summarized and tabulated by ARC staff.
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Table IV-4
RELATIVE GAIN IN 4RELATIVE INCOME POSITIONS OF WHITE MALE MIGRANTS, ALL AGES, 1970-1975

I

REGION OF DESTINATION

Region al Origin

N ()alto n Appalachia

Central Appalachia

Appllachis Northern

Northern

1.08

(ll)

Central

(1.2)

(1.2)

Southern

(1.1)

(1.2)

Northeast

0.92

1,.-----

North Central

1.02

(1 ,0) -.....-
Southern Appalachia (1 1) (1.0) 1.11 (0.9) (0.9)

Noi therrst 1.13 (1.5) 1.1) 1.06 1.01

North Central 1.19 (1.1) 1.15 1.16 1.04

Suutlieatt (1.0) 1.16 0.87 0.96
(1.0) .

Florida .10-9) (0.9) 0-96 1.11

South Central . (1.0) (0.9) 1.25 (0.9) 1,00

Welton U.S. 1.13 (1.2) 1.14 0.96 0.99

\ Southern

Southeast

(1.2)

t..---

Florida

(1.0)

(1.0).--41

South Central

(1.0)

(1.1)

1.02 (1.0) 1..10

1_31 0.96 1.25

1.23 0.88 1.11

1.11 0.94 1.08*

1.09 1.09 1.04

1.15 (0.9) 1.13

1.19 1.04 1.15

Western U.S.

0.93

(0.9)

1.03

1.10

1.09

0.92'

1.03

1.02

1.02

NC/1 E Ocita enclosed in parenthe4es we bayed on smell sample numbers which have standard deviatioru of the earnings ranging upward 1f0111 10 percent to.:10 percent of
Ow bale bonus. See lootnotes'to Table IV 6.
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Central Appalachian migrants to the Northeast and the Southeast. The

relative income positions of Northern Appalachians to the North Central

region also increased, but decreased among migrants to the South. Southern

Appalachian outmigrants generally fell below parity at their destilations.

The general shortfall of Appalachians' postMigration (1975) income

relative to the level of nonmigrants' at their destinations was in contrast

to the previous period. Northern Appalachians were about at parity with

nonmigrants in the North Central and southeast regions, but those who went

to the Northeast -- still 'tile destination of the largest number of

outmigrants frow Northern Appalachia -- had a lower relative income

position. The relatjve income gains for Northern Appalachian migrants in

their traditional .destinations were less in 1970-1975 despite premigration

income positions which were similar to 1965. 41-tral Appalachians had

similar experiences. Migrants to the North Central subregion began with

higher relative incomes in 1970 than did their predecessors in 1965) yet

they too had a lower.relative position in the North Central region by 1975. s,

The gains in relative income position were also much smaller by 1975 than

was the case from 1965 to 1970. Migrants from Southern Appalachia failed

to reach income parity with nonmigrants in any region to which they moved.

In fact, their relative income position was lowei- in three of the five non-

Appalachian regions, The decline of the fortunes of Southern Appalachians

in the North continued, this time associated with a drop in ee relati)*'

income position of outmigrants in 1970-1975 (see Table 1V-6).

The general income characteristics of inmigrants to Appalachia remainedx4;...,

stable through'1975: On the average, the,premigration (1970) incomes of

migrants to the'Region were less than those of nonmigrants both in theirf:,

origins-as well as their destinations in Appalachia. Their incomes were*

also below those migrants from any given region to other piaces, with some

exceptions; and Central Appalachia continued to be the idestination of

migrants with the lowest abspluie incomes. Within this frameworkl.however,

Significant changes occurred in the relative income position of

inmigrants, especially to Central and Southern Appalachia.
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The reMtive income position of migrants to Cent al Appalachia increased

significantly (Figure.11). Although none was above average, all-inmigrants

had premigratiog incomes that were closer to parity with nonmigrants in

their regions of or, in in 1970 than in 1965. Inmigrants from the North

fared better than those from the South. By -1975, the relative income

position of inmigrants was, on the average, higher tha'n for outmigrants.

Compared with outmigrants from Appalachia, the inmfgrants, on the average,

had slightly higher relatiA income ,positions in 1970 and, with the
,r

exception of Central Appalachians, had improved theM as a resul4. of
%

migration.

The pattern of relative gain in the relative intome positions of

Appalachian migration reflects the changes which occurred from 1970 to

1975. One important point in discussing,income "benefits" of migration in

the later (1970-1975) period in contrast to the earlier (19654970) period

is the secula'r recession of 1974-1975 which impacted the later period. It .

may well have had a depressing effect on the 1975 incomes, therefore

biasing downward all income comparisons with the earlier period. Another

important consideration is the growing relative economic position of

Appalactlia. As its average income rose, it is reasonable to expect a

decreased economic adv ntage to belIssociated with leaving the, Region.

a
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Tebi V-5
AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNINGS OF WHITE MALE MIGRANTS.

COMPARE D WITH NONMI GRANTS, 19615- 1970
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Table ly -5
AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNINGS OF WHITE MALE MIGRANTS,

COMPARED WITH NONMIGRANTS,1970- 1975
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FOOTNOTES

1

In addition to maskipg regional differences in migration within

Appalachia, Hirschbe6 considered migration from the Appalachian Region to

neighboring (ring) counties and the remainder of the United States as the

distinction between Short- and long:distance migration. The measure of

distance is crude.

2
Several studies (e.g., Levine and Addleman,'1973; Rutman, 1970; and

Sanders, 1971) use net migration data. Net migration data ignore important

differences in migration flow by direction. Furthermore, migrants do not

move "on net." These and other studies also use income data for areas

rather than individuals or households. Consequently, one can make no

inferences about income characteristics and migration behavior.

3,
lables IV-5 and IV-6 are constructed from the Continuous Work History

Sample migration summary tables. The absolute average annual incomes of

outmigrants to all other subregions are in the rows; the'absolute average

annual incomes of inmigrants to a subregion from all other subregions are

in the columns.. The incomes of intraregional migrants are in the main

diagonal of the matrix, and the average annual incomes for total

outmigrants and inmigrants are at the right and bottom. A separate column

for nonmigrants identifies those people who remained within the same zone,

and also within the same region. Premigration,(1965 and 1970) incomes are

distinguished from postmigration (1970 and 1975) incomes in order to

calculate the change in ineome through,time for various groups of migrants

and nonmigrants. The relative income ratios are based upon the information

contained in these matrices.

P9 14.1 bI P9

446..
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4 ,

iThe relative ncome index numbers in Figures 9 and 11 are determined
,-.

by ratios (1) and (2); see page 43. The abso te incomes which each

relative incOme index represents are those of no11 igrants, as 'listed in

Tables 1V-5 and 1V-6. See footnotes to tables relati.ng to reliability of

data based on the I. percent sample. Becausesome values in.Tables 1V-5 and

1V-6 have standard deviations as high as 30 percent (because of the small

sample size, Tables 1V-1 and 1V-3 have been 4dded, combining selected'

regions.
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CHAPTER 5

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: APPALACHIAN MIGRATION AND PUBLIC POLICY,

The Appalachian Regional Commission was established, to build the

foundation fpr a diversified, self-sustaining konomy that would afford a

wide range of social and economic opportunities for the people of the
Region. The lack of sufficient employment, low leVels of income and

education, and other "deficits" were considered to be determinants of the

high rateS, of outmigration which characterized the Region. Consequently, ,

policies and programs which were established to alleviate these problems,

and thus achieve the Commistion's objective's, were expected to reduce

outmigration and increase levels of urbanization by redirecting migrants

tb growth centers in the Regi,on. The Appalachian Region is no longer a net

exporter of people. From 1970 through 1975, Appalachia gained an estimated

810,000 people; 36 percent of the increase was from net inmigration, theo

majority newcomers to the Reg on.

Findings

There is no uni.oue way to define the st'atus and welfare of Appalachian

migrants. Migration itself is a means of increasing status and welfare.::

Appalachian migrants probably consider getting a job, or a better jobf;

earning a higher income; and enjoying better living conditions to be
important goals. "Adjustment" problems are assumed to accoMpany

migration, if only because people are moving into a relatively unfamipar,

uncertain environment. ltarious studies have explored dimensions of the

adjustment of Appalachian 'migrant in'order to determine the relative

success, or failure, Of the move.

The Appalachian's Sob, income, position and other indices.of socioeconomic

status are frequently used as ways to assess the effects of migration. The

definition of status and welfare by a single measure of personal earnings

as is done in this report has advantages and disadvantages. Although it is
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a standard component of socioeconomic status, the relationship of income to

personal characteristics such as education, -age, sex and race is sometimes

ambiguous. How well income represents other aspects of status and welfare,

such as behavior, and attitudes, and intangible cultural values is not

known.

The income measure used in this study places some ,limitations on the

interpretations,.of the results. First, the CWHS data are for labor force

migration, not population migration. Hoiiever, people in the labor force

are th most mobile members of the .population- and are particularly

responsive to income differentials. Secondly, the earnings are based upon

income covered by social security. They do not include transfer payments

or asset incomes. Third, the data are not good descriptions of people who

have unstable employment patterns. The nature of the data will not fully

reflect the experiences of the unemployed poor, 'entrants into the labor

force, and the old.

. The ana ysis of the income characteristics of white male Appalachian

migrants is instructive. Specifically,

The .remi.ration -incomes of A. alachian outiiIi rants were below those

_._.a._._._)_aLubreiorofnonmirantsineachApa'Iachiarlinbotheriods1965-29_

and 1970-75).

Central Appalachian migrants had the lowest incomes. Northern

Appalachian migrant incomes were nearest to parity with nonmigrants.

Most Appalachian outmigrants at their destinations equaled or

exceeded the incomes of nonmi rants in the Re ion in 196 1970.

Northern Appalachians were most successful in that sense. Central

Appalachians, despite" large gains, did not reach parity with

nonmigrants in Appalachia. The largest migration streams had the

highest rates of increase.
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3. Most Appalachian outmigrants at their destinations did not-achieve

OutMigrants continued to fncrease their incomes, but intraregional

'migrants and nbnmigrants in Appalachia reached hsigher levels in 1975.

The effects of recession and of the relative improvement in the

Appalachian economy on 'this result are unknown.

Appalachian iigrants improved their itlsaint_Imillsarllative to

,aonmirantslivir_2IintheaT4hichthemovedin1965-1970:

'7)

Nerthern,Appalachians had the best record and Central Appalachians

.going,to the North Central region made significant gains as 'well.

Southern Appalachians lost,ground'relatfvely in'the North, and made

modest improvements in relative income positions elsewhere.

5. 1.222Iaergair_alachianmirantsmadesrricomeosition
in 1970-1975.

There was a,general failure to reach parity with nonmigrants at their

destinations. Some large, traditional outmigrations lost the

relative advantage earlier migrants achieved. The extent to which

these changes were affected by the re ession cannot be determined fr91m

the available data.

Migrants to Appalachia in both periods had,incomes which were less

moved.

Those who went to Centeal Appalachia had the lowest incomes, the

Northern Appalachia inmigrants had the highest.
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tt.22nts " "rthern 1970-1975 1" postmigation

incornes '4hich were of rlonmi rants " the
54pregion_.

_Migrants from the northeast to Southern Appalach a also exceeded the

incomes ot nonmigrants, and others came close to parity.

Mostirtiahadit_29erremiratiorlmirantstoArtaladiincomesinboth
periods than outmigrants from Appalachia. Outmigrants achieved

hiiel.evelsandofeacherincorrieriod.

This pattern was more widespread in 1970-1975.

Despite rising income levels for Appalachian outmigrants, a decline in

relative income status may make migration less attractive and less

te4ficial. Central Appalachia is the most striking example of this

change. When interregional income differentials decrease, a shift in

locational preferences toward the home area may be expected of potential

migrants.

Current Policy Issues

Recent population trends suggest 'selected policy issues which may be

particularly important to Commissipn policy and programs. The issues are

based upon the probable impact of demographic changes and population

redistribution resulting from migration.

IratlElLiaa

The proporti6n of the migrants to Appalachia who are return migrants is,not

known. The impression is that a larger number of previous outmigrants have

been returning in response to improved opportunities in Appalachia



compared with recent changes in socioeconomic conditions e sewhere in the

United 'States, especially in the North. The analysis of work history data

provides some incrit support for this interpretation despite the lack of

7definition of who is returning and who is a "new" migrant to the Region. It

is clear that in the later period (1970-1975),, the inmigrants were nut

"failures" in the "usual sense iof the word. They had relatively high

incomes compared with nonmigrants in their places of origin and in the

Appalachian subregion to which they moved. This suggests that inmigrants

may be able to compete successfully with nonmigrants in Appalachia for

expanding job opportunities in the Region.

The impact Of large-scale inMigration upon local economies is a'major
policy issue. Studies have indicated that when the expansion of job

opporturilties is the result of new industry, inmigrants, especimlly

newcomers, had an advantage over iota) Appalachian people (cf. Gray, 1968;

?Hansen, 1968; and Yulshin, 1969). Inmigrants are not likely to take the

majority of the jobs but they have predominated in those at higher skill

levels and income. They may also tals6a large proportion of employment

from induced economic activity. In theflong run, the z;vailability of more

and better jobs may reduce outmigration.

The recent experience-4'T the East Tennessee.DevelOpment District provides

an example of the complexity of the issues inirolved. The following

statement was in response to a request for information concerning the

impacts of the Campbell County (Tennessee) Demonstration Project upon

migration p tterns:
1

In conducting the Campbell County project, one expectation was that by

attracting new jobs to the 6unty, the unemploymprit rate would, fall

dramatically. The county's outmigration,.which had been extremely

hi§h since 1950, seemed to be slowing in the late 1960s and it was

anticipated that new jobs would stabilize the county's population
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and, eventually, start an inmigration of population. Initially,

everything seemed to be going well. A few hundred new jobs were

created in the county in 1970 and the unemployment rate fell from 14.9

in 1969 to 9.5 in 1970. 8,y 1973 employment in the county had

increased more than 1,500 persons over 1969, but the unemployment rate

was still 8.2. The reason was because the work force had increased by

nearly 1,200-persons. Yet the age and labor force participation rate

structure of the county in 1970 was such that a net addition to the

work force of only 300 to 400 persons would have been expected. Some

800 to 900 additional workers (and presumably their families) had

suddenly come from some place.

It appeared that in estimating the probable impact of new jobs the

staff failed to take into account the tremendous desire, of former

residents of the area to return 'home.' Between 1950 and 1970 there

had been a net outmigration from Campbell County of over 12,000

people. Most had left to find jobs elsewhere. They left an extended

family behind them and they stayed in touch with that family. As new

jobs opened in the county, or even in the general area..., the family

told their distant relatives (of these new jobs) and, many former

migrants returned home in the hope of finding employment. These

returnees swelled the work force and kept unemployment rates higher

than would have been expected considering the number of new jobs in,

the county.

In late 1973 the 'energy irisis' precipitated a serious recession.

Many former residents of Appalachia in general and Campbell County in

particular found themselves unemployed in Detroit, Cincinnati, and

elsewhere. They decided to return home. In Campbell County,

according to Bureau of Census estimates, there was a net inmigratilDn

of 1,600 persons between July 1973 and July 1975. (A total

inmigration of 3 )500 persons since 1970.) Unemployment jumped to an
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annual rate of 17.5 with a monthly peak in 1975 of 25 percent. While

SOO jobs were lost in the county in 1975, the major cause of the high

.unemployment was an increase of 1,200 more workers daetween 1973 and

1975 (a total increase of 2,400 since 1969).

The implication for policymakers is clear, it is not enough to plan

for job creating programs for current county residents. One must also

plan for programs for former residents who will return to the area

when new Job opportunities become available.

An additional problem presented by these return migrants is that they

return with a recent work record and, often, better skills than the

unemployed workers still in the county. Therefore, they are better

able to compete for the jobs that are available so that the unemployed

who have been in the county may remain unemployed even with new jobs

available.

A less spectacular, but nonetheless potentially serious, migration

trend came to light when net migration by age group was estimdted for

Tennessee counties between 1960 and 1970. While for the Development

District overall outmigration continued for the under 40 age groups,

starting with the 40 to 49 year olds a slight inmigration trend was

noted, it strengthened in the 50 to 59 year olds *and was very

significant for the 60 year olds and over. In Campbell County there

was a net outmigration of 4,400 .persons under age 60, but a net

inmigration of 300 perSons age 60 and older. Former residents who had

m.igrated in the 1940s and 1950s were reaching retirement age and

returning 'home' to retire. Since most of the migrants vho left the

area were in their 20s and 30s, this migration data tv age may

represent the beginning of a later flood of older people back to rural

counties which are least able to cope with their problems.
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Residents from similar areas of eastern Tennessee and other parts of

Appalachia generally have a favorable attitude toward rural

industrialization and the newcomers who are expected to accompany it. They

assume that the.expansion of job opportunities will mean economic growth to

all, especially if unemployment is high and incomes are low. Their

attitudes and evaluations, however, may underestimate the true impacts of

such activities upon local socioeconomic well-being.

The.ability (or inability) of local people to compete successfully with

inmigrantsfor new jobs is an obvious problem. Deaton (1972)'has suggested

that education,'especially vocational education, and job training programs

would -improve the job opportunities of local Appalachians in such

circumstances. There is evidence from southeastern Ohio that this may be

the case.
2

Energy Development and Local Impacts

The ifiPact of energy development upon Appalachia also promises to raise

policy issues related to populaimion redistribution in the Region.

Estimates of the direct and indirect employment impacts under different

energy development scenarios indicate that a significant expansion of job

opportunities can be expected over the next several decades.
3

This may

result in accelerated inmigration to Appalachia, although the rel tionship

of energy development to migraiion is not clear.

The popular impression is that "King Coal" is responsible for the Central

ppalachian renaissance, including large-scale inmigration.
4

States such

as Kentucky share this view, although they are more cautious in their

assessment (State of Kentucky, 1975, p.40):

The initial reaction to the widespread turnabout in population growth

in the area was to attribute it largely to the mining expansion.

Closer analysis has identified a number of other coAtributing



factors, including: returning service personnel; a stimulus to

migration' brought about by substantial increases in social security

payments and black lung payments to Appalachians; higher unemployment

rates and housing shortages in the large metropolitan areas that

traditionally have attracted Appalachian migrants; continued growth

of non-mining employment in the region; and growth of recreation and

retirement homes. While the population growth is generallS, viewed as

a positive indicator for the area, it appears to be an economically

mixed picture, containing certain numbers of the unemployed and those

on strictly limited incomes.

West Virginia (Appalachian Development Office, State of West V rginia,

1976) has generally agreed, although the emphasis upon the direct and

indirect employment from expanded mining is considered to be much greater

than in Kentucky.

The research literature concerned with migration an.d current energy

development in the Appalachian Region is sparse and often contradictory.

The question of the impact of increased coal production upon return

migration is a case in point. Sanders (1969) reported that approximately

one-third of the return migrants to the eastern Kentucky coal fields found

work in unionized mines at wages above those.they had earned in the city.

Bain (1974 and 1978), on the other hand, reports that a majority (62

percent) of the miners employed in new deep mines in sou;heastern Ohio are

local people, many of whom were Lrained as miners at the Hocking Valley

Technical Inititute, which the Commission supports. Most inmigrants were

experienced miners and technical and management personnel from West

Virginia who first commuted, and then moved to Ohio. There was no evidence

of any significant number of return migrants in the mines' labor force.

Information on the local impacts of constructing new power generation

facilities is also sparse. Battelle Columbus Laboratories has conducted a

cursory examination of the impacts associated with siting new facilities in
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the Region; and Braid.and Kyls have completed a detailed analysis of the

expected local public service impacts .of, inmigration during the

construction phase of the Clinch River breeder reactor plant. 5

Newman has argued persuasively thatinow is the time to plan for energy

development in Appalachia in order to 'avoid the bust and boom cy les of the'

past.
6

His argument is timely. The Commission has programs, notably its

energy impacted areas assistance program, to help communities address the

local'issues associated with energy-related d%elopment and to anticipate

problems which may be associated with such activity.

Tht association of the expansion of mining enployment with the recent

(1970-1975) extraordinary changes in migration, patterns and income growth

in the coal fields of eastern Kentucky, southwestern Virginia and West ,

Virginia underscores the importance of resource (i.e., coal) extraction in

Appalachian development in these areas. In this sense, Appalachia has

followed national patterns of population growth and redistribution.

Analyses of local impacts from energy development in other parts of the

United States generally acknowledge that migration is the principal

determinant of population,growth, and thus the source of many if not most

local problems in affected areas. Tht impacts may be magnified if they

occur in sparsely populated, relatively poor areas of Appalachia.

Settlement Patterns

the earliest days of the Appalachian regional effort concerrChas been

expressed for the pattern of urbanization or settlement that exists in the

Region. The authors of the report of the President's Appalachian Regional

Commission in 1964 were convinced thtt the dispersed settlement pattern

that characterized mikh of the Region had two 'r.r;foundly negative effects -

- it ade it prohibitively expensive to deliver basic public servies and

mpeded the creation of a diversifiedrbase of economic opportunity. The

pro rams pursued by ARC in the intervening years have been directed at the

manifestations of these problems. They have 'focused on delivering those

services and providing the base for-widened opportunities.
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During these 15 years there have been important changes occurring in the
public and 'private sectors of the nation and the Region. Among them has
been an apparent change in residential preference patterns that has led to
population growth in areas of long-term decline and to decline in areas
(particularly larger urban areas) that'had grown for decades. Associated
with this has been a tendency for population growth to octur outside the
political boundaries of large and small urban places.

A variety of public concerns. have resulted. Among them are the

dppropriateness of public policies that affect this pattern of physical
development and of the Various_financial policies that affect the flow of
public funds to these ares. These require a careful examihation that
focuses on the specific policies at all levels of government that affect
the cost and availability of public services and the sharing of those costs

among various levels of government.

ARC has had a history of concern for migration and urbanization or
settlement problems. The present study focuses on one of these elements.

is timely that the other issue also be examined.

Outiir tion

The recent turnabout in Appalachian migration should,not disguise thefact
that 1.4 million people left the Region between 1970. and 1975. Although
tne rate of domestic outmigration had declined, the number was only one-
eighth less than in the previous five years. The majority of the migrants
made,significant income gains relative to those who remainethin Appalachia;
and they imposed no extraordinary public costs at their destinattops.

However, the current analysis suggests that their income position relative
to people at their destinations was less favorable than in the 1965-1970
ileriod in thP rase of selected migration streams. These were the same
streams in which migration to Appalachia increased. Whether this

represented a return migration of former Apbalachians is not known.
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- Continued outmigration poses the familiar dilemma for Appalachian public

policy. The Commission's policies are a determinant in the decision to

leave the Region and ijifluence the skills and resources which Appalathian

people have in order to help them make a better life for themselves

wherever they choose to live.

Past and current Commission policies and prorams probably have been.one

factor in reducing outmigration and encouraging inmigration throughout the

Reigion. However, these recent changeNt.o net inmigration in Central and

Southern Appalachia and in portions of Northern Appalachia underscore new

public concerns, although some areas of Northern Appalachia, especially

western Pennsylvania, may continue to experience net outmigration.

Current issues include the impact of newcomers as well as return migrants

upon Appalachian communities and the resulting requirements for improved

and additional public facilities and services. Policy issues related to the

growth area strategy of development will remain important, especially with

limited public financial sources available to meet demands of'a changing

population. Successful policies and programs need to be based upon an

understanding of regional population systems, including the process of

migration, and should be defined explicitly in such a way that they can be

evaluated. The 4%/aNation of policies affecting population distribution,

or interrelated with migration, past, current, and prospective, is

especially needed.

Conclusions

Viewed from the standpoint of the Appalachian outmigrant, migration

generally produces a favorablk result. On the average, increases in

both absolute income and xelative status occur. The data available

strongly support the\onclusionithat those who migrate are personally

advantaged by the move in econo4ic and social terms. Though the data

suggest soMe reducCion in the advantages of migration in the later

period, the cause is unclear. One possibiljty is the state of the

national etonomy in 1:J:5. Another is the relative improvement in the

Appalachian economy during the study period.
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Toutmigrants from Appalachia had below average earnings records in

their areas of origin. At their destination regions, their earnings

rose rather quickly to the average of their new area. This strongly

suggests that Appalachians are not, on the average, &1 prepared for

their new settings. It also tends to confirm earlier co clusions that

.Appalachian migrants have been motivated by lack 9rpportunities at

home to fully utilize their capabilities. As the Appalachian economy

develops., the outmigration rate should fall This is exactly what

recent data indicate.

The people who moved into each region of Appalachia had higher

earnings at their area of origin than did the Appalachians who left

those regions. However, at their origin area, their earnings were

below the average then existing in their destination area. In a

substantial number of cases, and more evident in the later period,

their earnings five years later equal or exceed the average for their

region in Appalachia. This strongly suggests that through the process

of migration, Appalachia as well as other parts of the U.S. are

obtaining a labor force that is better adapted to the opportunities

that exist in each region; On balance, the Appalachian net change is

toward a labor force that is able to achieve a higher level of

earnings.

A
No study can demonstrate prec:sely connections between specific

public policies or the policies of specific agencies such as ARC in

Appalachia and changes in migration or the status of migrants.

However, it is safe to conclude:

a. There is evidence that, in general, Appalachian migrants have

received the health and education and other services from the

public .and private sectors in the Region that enable them to

compete successfully at their destinations.
,
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There is evidence that public policy has encouraged the widened

opportunities for skill development which facilitate

satisfactory postmigration income and employment experience.

No evidence has appeared which casts doubt upon the health and

education priorities of regional public policy. ,

The.health and education programs of ARC appear to have been.

appropriate when examined in the light of the experience of

migrants.

5 It, is time for a thorough study to be initiated of the changing

pattern of urbanization in the Region to iscertain the

appropriateness of present public policies in facilitating desired

settlement patterns.
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2
Nancy R. Bain, "Residential Mobility in a Rural Area," paper

presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers,

New Orleans, April 9-12, 1978.* Bain also points out that the "new miners

generally live within easy commuting distance of the mines and therefore do

not migrate to growth centers.

3
See: Regional Planning Associates, Energy SupplY/Demand

Alternatives for the Appalachian Region - Executive Summary. NTIS No.
P8 242 944. The report is summarized by Ora Spaid, "Forecast: Doubled

Coal Producion in Appalachi " Appalachia 8 (June-July 1975), pp. 140.

4
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Frankfort: State of Kentucky, Office of the Governor, January. 1975.
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Public Services. Clinton, Tenn.: East Tennessee Energy Projects

Coordinating Committee, May 1977.

4Moriroe Newmin "Tisk Po ce In Energy and Its Socioeconomic

Impacts", Lpalachia, 11, No. 2 (Oct.-Nov. 1977), pp. 28-29.



APPENDIX A

THE CONIINUOUS WORK HISTORY SAMPLE (CWHS) DATA BASE*

The Social Security Administration's (SSA) Continuous Work History Sample
(CAS) is a uniquely detailed source of information on work force

characteristics and the components of work force change, Including

migration, for states and substate areas for intercensal years. Each file

contains a sample of earnings records for individual'workers, based upon

employers' reports to the SSA. The sample is selected on the basis of

specified'digits in the 'workers' social security numbers so that the same

persons are included in the sample each year. Thus, indiyidual records for

seected time periods can be; grouped tb form work histories which specify

sex, race, year of birth'and, for each time period, the state, county and

industr4by Standard Industrial Clssification (SIC) code) as well as an

estimate of annual wages earned from each social security covered job. The
files monitor changes in worker characteristics on a quarterly or annual
basis. As long is an individual is working in covered employment, one can

trace a worker's movement from job to job, and place to place as well as

into and out of the labor force. Inferences can also be mide about the

causes and consequences of migration as well as process of economic and

demographic change in an area.

The Appalachian Regional 'Commission's CWHS migration fi es are based upon

the one percent sample of first quarter earnings for 1965;,1970-1975.. The

data are available in two standard tabulations, migration summary and the

structure of migrants, nonmigrants, entrants and exits.

*, See: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Re ional Work Force Characteristics and Migration Oat A Handbook on the
ocia ecur t on inuous or stor am an ts all ice ion

Washington,
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1. Migration Summary. The migration summaries display the components of

work force change for a specified region. They show the origins of

inmigrants and the destiRation of outmigrmnts ,as well as the mean,

annual wages for each group of workers at the beginning and end of

each tile period.

Migration summary tabulations for ARC are cross-classified by race,

sex and age cohort for each migration "zone" for the time periods

1965-1970 and 1970-1975. The geographical definition of origins and

destinations is according to the migration zones defined in

Appendix B.

The terms used in the summary tables are defined as follows:

Inmigrants: individuals whose major jobs were in a known location

outside of a study area (zone) at the beginning of the time period and

whose major jobs were in the area (zone) at the end of the same time

Oriod.

Outmigrants: workers whose major jobs were in a known outside

location at the end of the time period.

Net military and others the net flow of workers between a study area

(zone) and unknown locations (both military and nonmilitary)

Entrants: workers who were' not in covered employment at the beginning

of the time period.

Exits: workers who were not in covered employment at the end of that

time period.

Structure of Migrants, Nonmigrants, Entrants and Exits. . The

structure tables describe total inmigrants and outmigrants of an area

in terms of their demographic. and economic characteristics, in
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contrast to the migration,summary tabulations, which show migration

by origin and destination classifications. Structure tables from the

one percent first quarter sample aee available for each geographical

area in the Appalachian Region ,for 1965, 1970 and 1975; . see

Appendix B. Since structure tables show the differential

characteristics of those workers entering dnd leaving an area of

study, the impact of migration on the total work force structure can

be assessed. These differentials can be substantial, even for areas

with near-zero net migration.**

Migration structures, including those showing relative gains in mean
,

wages, can be compared with structures of nonmigrants and work force

entrantsooe exits of the same area. Age, unless otherwise specified,

is computed as of the end of each time period (i.e., 1970 and 1975).

Indusery and wage classes for outmigrahts and work force exits are

those existing at the beginning of each period (i.e., 1965 and 1970);

for inmigrants and work force entrants, they are those existing'at the

end of the period; and for nonmigrants, those existing at both the

beginn ng and end.

The definition of terms is the same as in the migration summary

tables.

There are certain limitations in the use of the CWHS data in general, and

the one percent sample in particular. .Coverage is limited in scope and

content to the labor force which is covered by the social security "gram.

In 1975, the CWHS files accounted for about 82 percent of the people in

paid (i.e., kalaries and wages) employment. The largest groups which were

excluded were employees of state and local government units which have

opted against SSA coverage and federal service workers. Noncovered, self

employed people, retirees and the unemployed were also excluded.
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The one percent first quarter sample in particular includes large numbers

of unknowns. It also exclaes certain industries, such as farm workers,

which have strong regional employment patterns. This sample will

understate local area labor force estimates and migration, and may also

bias wage rates downward. The annual file has more workers in all

categories (especially paid farm workers; women and people 25 years of age

or less; blacks; and part-time or short-time workers) arid lower mean wages.

In the ARC files, the tertainties which are inherent to the,annual sample

are sacrificed for the ability to bettrr separate wages before and after

migration in the one percent sample of first quarter earnings.

Sampling variability is another limitation in the use of the CWHS data.

The sample is drawn from social security numbers in a stratified (by state

and time period issued) clustered (by blocks of 1,000 numbers) probability

sample. Variability increases as sample size decreases; see Table A-1.

Sample size restricts the analysis of the migration of female and black

Appalachian workers, as well as small-scale analysis of inter-zonal

movement; see tables in Appendix D.

Third, errors in reporting may result because of the location of

establishments or.the assignment of workers. The CWHS data are recorded by

place of employment, not place of residence. Multi-establishment firms may

report all workers at a single location, resulting in spurious migration

flows. The extent to which this may affect Appalachia is unknown, although

it is likely to be minimal at least in the case of the Central and Southern
4

subregions.

Finally,- migration data are lacking for entrants to and exits from the

labor force, and military and other workers. Entrants to an area's labor

forceare considered to be inmigrants to that area from a hypothetical pool

of workers; people who leave the labor force (exits) are considered to be

outmfgrants from that area to another.hypothetical pool4of workers. Net

military and others (unclassified workers) are considered inmgrants
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TABLE A-1

Approximate Standard Errors of Estimated
Percentages of Persons (1-percent CWHS)

.,ize of covered
work force

(base of percentage) 2

or

98

2,500 2.9
5,000 2.1

10,000 1.5
50,000 .7

100,000
1,000,000 .2

Estimated percentage

5

or

95

4.6
3.2
2.3
1.0
0.7

0.2

10

or

90
SO

6.2
4,4

3.1

1.4

1.0

0.3

9.0
6.4

4.5
2.0
1.4

0.5

10.4
7.4

5.2
2.3

1.7

0.5
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(unless there is a net Toss) from a hypothetical pool of military and

unclassified workers. The rates of entrants, exits, military and other

workers are specific to an area. Neither the origins or inmigrants nor the

destinations of outmigrants defined in this context are known. The net

effect is to underestimate the extent of labor force migration.

This report uses data from the migration summary tabulations for subregions

in the Appalachian Region and the rest of the United States. Migration

summaries were seleEted rather than structure tabulations in order to

define income changes by migration stream, including migration between

Appalachian subregions and within the same subregiOn. Also, sample size

restricts the analysis to whtite male work'ers.
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APPENDIX B

DEFINIT ON OF APPALACHIAN MIGRATION STUDY AREAS

Migration occurs when there is a change in one's place of residence.

Within the United States, migration may be local (within the same

neighborhood, or city, or county), or to a different county (the Census

definition of migrant in usual usage), state or region. For purposes of

the Appalachian migration study, an interregional migrant is a person who

leaves the Appalachian Region or who moves into it from another paet of the

United States. International migration is_not of great importance to the

Appalachian Region. Furthermore, data for migrants moving into the Region

from outside the United States are available in this study from the 1970
Census on'., Migration On from the 1970 Census are

it

forthe 1965-1970
perio4, 1whereas the Continuous Work History Sample (CWHS) data were
requested for the Census study period (1965-1970) and the succeeding five

years (1970-1975).

The definition of areas is critical for the study of Appa achian migration,

as it determines what constituts migration. From the point of view of

regional development, migrat,on which results in a change in the place of

work as well as the place of residence is most important. Local migration
may be excluded, and intercounty migration maiThe valid only if it

represents moving to a different economic area, as well as to a different

county. Obviously, movement to a suburban county constitutes,movement

within the same economic area and may not even entail a change of work

location.

Because of the limitations of existing definitions, migration zones were

defined for the Appalachian migration study: A migration zone is large

enough to include local, suburban, and nearby migration within single

area, but small enough to distinguish migration among different

socioeconom c areas. The principal migration zones (in terms of population
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concentration) are nodal zones. They include one or more national and

regional centers as the foci of each zone, and the terrctory surrounding -

these centers which are linked to them by daily commuting, newspaper,

radio, and television media and market forces including trade, services,

and finance.

Less-densely populated "rural" zones haye smaller nodes. These "rural

2ones tend'to be larger in geographic extent, and have lower population

densitiet and lower per capita incomes than the nodal zones. However, it

is necessary to define them in order to have population base large enough

to yield a data sample. In some non-Appalachian regions of the eastern

United States which receive relatively small numbers of Appalachian

migrants, relatively large zones with numerous nodal centers are defined.

The eastern United States is divided into 145 zones. Forty-four zones are

within the Appalachian Region; 49 are in the non-Appalachimilorth and 52

are in the non-Appafachian South (see maps, Figui'es 8-1 and 8-2 and Table

8-1). The western United States was subdivided into four large subregions

which represented important migration destinations. The 24 states west of

the Mississippi River were not included in the special project tabulations,

as they represented a destination for relatively small numbers of

Appalachian migrants (only about 12 percent of the total). They are

represented as origins of migrants in the 1965-1970 period, tabulated by

1970 zone of residence in the eastern United States.

The Continuous Work History Sample dat.a. are reported by place of work from

employer records. For this reason, and because of the limit8tions of

computer processing by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the number of zones

was reduced (Figures 8-3 and 8-4). Smaller, or central zones were merged

with outer zones; and residual, or ruralAones which were contiguous and

similar in characteristics were combined. In a few cases, closely related

nodal zones were also combined. This was desirable in order to eliminate

"false" migration where the work place .moved to a nearby area, and to
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rg

TAME 3,1. ZONAL REGIONS AND MIGRATION ZONES FOR
APPALACILIAN MIGRATION STUDY

-7 2 bieAL

I. NORTHERN APPALAC4IA REGION

1. Pittsburgh (SMSA)
2. Pittaburgh Outer Zone
3. Erie-Northwest Pa.
4. (Buffalo) Appaladhian Zone-lamestown-Olean
5, Elmira Zone
S. Binghamton-Catskill Plateau
7. North Central Pa. Plateau
8. Southern Alleghenies
9. (Harrisburg) Mid-Susquehanna Appalachian Zone

10. Wilkes-Barre-Scranton lone

11. Upper'Ohio Valley
12. Upper Potomac Valley
13. (Cincinnati) Appalachian Outer Zone
14. Southern Ohio Hills

-15. Tuscarawas Valley-Zanesville
16. HUntington-Portsmouth
17. Parkersburg Zone
18. Clarksburg Zone
19. Charleston (WV) Zone

Ir. CENTRAL APPALACHIAN RBGION

21. Bluefield-Beckley Zone
22. Ashland Zone
23. (Lexington) Appalachian Outer Zone
24. Lake CuMberland Zone
25. awamlIA0 Appalachian Outer Zone
26. (Knoxville) Appalachian-Cumberland Plateau
27. Kingsport-Bristol Plateau Zone
28. Cumberland Plateau &.Mountains

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN REGION

31. Knoxville (SMSA)
32. Birmingham (SMSA)
33. (Roanoke) Appaladhian Cuter zone
34. Winston-Salem Zone
35. Blue Ridge Slopes
36. Asheville Zone
37. Greenville-Upper Piedmont
38. (Atlanta) -Appalachian Mountain Zone
39. Middle Tennessee Valley
40. East Alabama

41. West Alabama
42. Tupelo-(Memphis) -Appalachian Zone'l
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43 East Mississippi
44. Tri-Cities Valley Zone
45. (Knoxville)-East Tennessee Valley Zone
46. Chattanooga Zone
47. (Atlanta) -Northwest Georgia Zone

NORTHEAST REGION

49. Northern New England
50. Boston Zone
51, Southern New England
52. Utica-Rome (SMSP)
53. New York City Region
54. Albany-Troy-Schenectady Zone
55. Syracuse Zane
56. Rochester (N10 Zone
57. Buffalo Zone
58. Mid-Hudson Zone

59. Northern New York,
60. Northern,.'New Jersey Zone
61, Philadelphia (SMSA)
62. South Jersey
63. Allentown-Reading Zone
64. Harrisburg-Pa. Piedmont Zone
65. Baltimore (SMSA)
66. Washington Zone
67. Northern Delmarva

V. NORTH CENTRAL REGION

70. Cleveland (SMSA)
71. Cincinnati (SMSAr Core)
72. Dayton Zone
73. Columbus (OH) Zone
74. Cleveland Outer Zone
75. Northeastern Ohio Metropolitan Zone
76. Toledo Zone
77. North.Central Ohio
78. Western Ohio
79. Cincinnati Outer Zone

80. Fort Wayne Zone
81. South Bend Zone
82. Indianapolis Zone
83. North Central Indiana
84. South Central In.-Wabash Valley
85. Evansville Zone
86. Chicago (CSMSA)
87. East St. Louis;-Alton Zone
a.

(89p.

Central Illinois
Southern Illinois

90. Detroit Zone
91. Flint-Saginaw Bay Zone



92. Southern Michigan Metropolitan Zone
93. Northeastern Lower Peninsula
94. Northwestern Lower Peninsula
95. Michigan Upper Peninsula
96. Mulwaukee Zone
97. Southeast Wisconsin
98. Northern & Western Wisconsin
99. Northern Illinois-Rock Valley

VI. SOUTHEAST REGION

101. Richmond (SMSA)
102. Norfolk (SMSA)
103. Roanoke-Valley of Virginia
104. Southern DelmItrva
105. Shenandoah-Blue Ridge
106. Virginia Piedmont
107. Richmond Outer Zone
108. Newport News-Hampton Zone
109. Norfolk Outer-NC Coastal Sounds

110. Raleigh Zone
111. Greensboro-High Point Zone
112. Charlotte Zone
113. Lumber River Zone
114. Cape Fear-Pamlico Coastal Plain
115. Pee Dee River
116. (Greenville)-Lower Piedmont
117. Columbia (SC) Zone
118. Charleston (SC) Zone
119. Savannah Zone

/ 120. Atlanta (SMSA Core)
121. (Atlanta) Lowpr Piedmont
122. Augusta (GA) Zone
123. Macon Zone
124. Southeast Ga.Coastal Plain
125. South Ga. Coastal Plain
126. Columbus (Ga) Zone

VII. SOUTH CENTRAL REGION'

127. Montgomery Zone
128. Mobile Zone
129. South Al. Coastal Plain

.3
130. Alabama-Mississippi Prairie
131. Jackson min Zone-
132. Ms. Delta & Bluff Hills
133. Southeast Mississippi
134. Southwest Mississippi



151. Louisville (SMSA)
152. Lexington Zone
153. Läuisville Outer Zone
154. Lower Ohio Valley-Pennyroyal
155. Rivers Confluence zone
156. Nashville (SMSA)
157. Memphis (SMSA Core)
158. Nashville Outer Zone,
159. Memphis Outer Zone
160. West Tennessee

FDORIDA REGION

201. Miami-Fl. Gold Coast a Keys
202. Tampa-St. Petersburg Zone
203. Orlando-Fl. East Coast
204. Jacksonville Zone
205. Pensacola Zone
206. South Florida Suncoast a Glades
207. Northern Florida Citrus
208. Northwestern Florida

WESTERN U.S. REGION

300. California Zone (Excludes L.A.)
\

301. Los Angeles Zone
400. Southwestern U.S.
500. Northwestern U.t.
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accommodate the much smaller sample Tze of the CWHS. For the CWHS data,

the Appalachian Region has 35 zones (the two Knoxville zones were collapsed

into a single zone because of data discontinuities); 32 zones are in the

North, and 30 zones are in the South. The western United States was

treated as a single zone and information was obtained on CWHS migrants both

to and from the West from the 97 zones defined in the eastern ',IJnited

States.

The following sources were used in defi ing the migration zones:

I. State Economic Areas. State economic areas of the U.S. were defined'

originally for use in connection with the 1950 Census. 1
The areas

were strongly based on land use and agricultural. regions.

Metropolitan 3reas (within state boundaries) were defined as areas if

the population was 100,000 'or more, and separately coded with

alphabetic letter designations. .These were associated with a

particular economic area, but this was not necessarily a nodal region.

In Bogue and Beale (1961), the data from the 1960 Census were provided

for these areas, along with a ,comprehensive enclyclopedic text

summarizing the characteristics of each area.
2

2. Miaration Se ween State Economic Areas. A supplementary report was

published for both the 1966 and 1970 Censuses wtiich presents the total

matrix of migration between state economic areas in the U.S., with

subtotals at the state level, for thefive-year migration periods

1955 960 and 1965-1970, respectively.
3

The data were based on a 25

percent.sample in the 1960 Census, and a 15 percent sample in the 1970

Census. Unfortunately, the pub,lished volumes gave only a/very small

amount of data on the characteristics of area in- and outmigrants in

the 1970 Census, in total aggregate, and no dlta at all on

charasteristics of state or area migrant flows, though another volume

provided limited data on state migration. In addition, SEA boundaries

do not conform to the Appalachian Region boundary; a total of 21 SEAs

were split by the regional boundary (1970 Census).
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Commuti g Data. The 1970 Census provided detailed Intercounty

commuting data available in largely unpublished tabulations, with a

matrix of 20 coded destinations for the residents of each county.

These data were basic for the identification of close commuting

linkages. Because of the general trend of increasing commuting, flows

es small as 10 percent of the workers from the county of residehce to

the county (or area) of destination were examined. The work of

Forstall was helpful in this analy
's

is.
4

4. Nt'..spaper Circulation. Comprehensive circulation data by county of

almost all Sunday and daily newspapers in the U.S. is published in the

annual circulation volume compiled by American Newspaper Markets,

Inc.
5'

Sunday newspapers.were used to define market areas for zonal

study, and a' 20 percent (newspaper circulation as a percentage of

househol,ds in the county) threshold was used as an outer boundary.

Where newspapers from two or more centers each had more than 20

percent coverage, the county was assigned to the center originating

the larger circulation. Where no Sunda newspaper was published in

the center, daily newspap01 circulation was used, applying the same

general rule.

Television Markets. Tie Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) defined a

television market area which is exclusive of other ADI areas, based on

viewing patterns. These are published annually in Broadcasting

Yearbook A total of 208 market areas were defined in the United

s-tates; quite a few of these have more than one center identified in

the same viewing area.

Rapnally Trading Areas. These are presented on a map in the annual

Commercial Atlas of the United States, published by Rand McNally &

Compansy, along with selected data for these areas. A total of 494

basic trading areas.in the United States were defined. Some of these

contain only a single county, or two counties, and are obviously
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sma ler than the desired size of a migration zone. In addition, the

criteria for definition are not readily apparent, but wholesale

trade, and newspaper cove age appear to have been factors, along with

others not identified.

Metropolitan Unpublished data were prepared by

Pickard (1977) for the use of the Federal Committee on Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The population served by each center

was defined in terms of population number by a combination of (a)

newspaper 20% market area (see 4, above);, (b) 1972 wholesale'trade

volume (converted to population by a per capita formula; merchant

wholesalers only); and (c) 1970 ,air passengers enplaned (total

population equivalent). Certail adjustments were made in data series

to account for speci410-Tactors, and centers were ranked in groups

according to population served. All centers (whether or not

metropolitan) were so ranked if 100,000 or more popu4ation were served

by the center (1970-72). Tnough the principal purpose of this work

was to develop a hierarchy (both nationally and regionally,), it was

helpful in ranking centers by their relative Gportance, though the

statisti'cal method used di,' not provide an areal definition. for the

average population served.

After t e first set of zones for migration study was drawn up, they were

,ntered into the computer files at ARC and selected data runs made on their

characteristics. These characteristics for counties in each zone were

'abulotod and the zone was analyzed to make certain that the data reflected

e assumed relationships:

(a) Popul tion density (1930 Census)

(b) Per capita income 969)

(c) 'Net migration rate, 1960-1970

t`4/ ?AA deposits per capita (1970

(e) Retail trade per capita (1967)

Wholesale trade merchant wholesalers) per capita

Ratio between wholesa e trade (f) and retail trade

Selected service receipts per capita (1967)
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All of these data wert available from U S. Bureau of the Census published

sources, excepting a few itrns whicii' were 'not published for disclosure

reasons.

As a final step, maps w e prepared, showing zones, and identi ying

counties by statistically measured "center" characteristics. In general,

within a nodal zone, 1970 population densities and per capita incomes

diminishe'd in moving outward from the center toward the periphery,
4

Exceptions occurred in the case of counties containing secondary centers:,

or those 'With special characteristics (such as concentrations of mining,

for example).

Two additional sources, were used for background in ormation in zonal

definicion. The first was the map of economic areas of the United States

preparedby. the Bureau of Economic Analysis, which defined 173 economic

are4s1for the Uhited,States.
7

Th'ese were nodal regions which served as a

sort .of guidepost, but many of the regions were far too extendec to serve

as migration zones', especially in the Appalachian Region and it; many of the

areas which received Appalachiap mgtrants.

The second sourCe was the work of-Brian Berr 1968) which developed a set

of over 300 functional economic areas in the United States, based on an

analysis of 1960 Census data which used metropolitan areas and commuting

data at the county level) to create nodal areas.
B

These we, e defined for

smaller cents in the,less-densely popula ed parts of the nation. In a

later work, e'rry (1973) published the results of his anaysis of the

urban hierarchy, in which centers were listed and ranked on a national

scale of hierarchical importance.
9

Both of Professor Berry's studies were

useful, 4nd the higher level centers (metropolitan and wholesale-retai"
/---o,

were mapped and compared with tho(z766.es Prepared for this migration study

as a doubl-ecVeck on the defrinition of the migration zones.

Miora ion-Regions. Eight regions were defined in the eastern United St ,es

based on characteristics Ol the zones composing each region, their
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geographical location, and the Census regions and divisions into which the

nation has traditionally been divided (see Figure 1 in Introduction). The

Appalachian Region was specifically defined within its designated boundary

f 397 counties and 5 independent,cities (in Virginia). Within Appalachia,

each of the three subregions, Northern, Central, and Southern, was used as

a migration region, with the transfer of 2 counties from Central Appalachia

each to Northern and Southern) which had heavy commuting linkages to the

other suoreoions,

The Northeast and North Central regions, named after a Census region and

orK Census division (the East North Central) are separated by the

.4ppalachian Region. The Northeast is separated from the Southeast by a

,very f.,harp drop in per capita income and population density between the

:.;ashington and Northern Delmarva zones, and the zones immediately tethe

South. The North Central and South Central regions are separated by the

assignment cf nodal zones. Cincinnati and Evansville are included in the

North; Paducah, Louisville, and Lexington are included in the South. All

of tnese zones except Lexington cross the Ohio River and thus diverge from

tne Census interregional boundary. The Southeast and South Central regi,,ns

ae separated by the Georgia-Alabama boundary, with the exception of two
?1 aria counties which are included in the Columbus, Georgia, zone, in the

-neast.

,o ida as set apart as a separate migration region because of its unique

characteristics and the very large inmigration flows into the state in the

1965-19 0 period which gave it an importance in migration much greater than

either ts geographic extent or population size would suggest.

The entire 24-state'area west of the Mississippi River, including Alaska

and Hawai is considered a single region, the western U.S.

ne-region migration summary data for all 145 'zones, and zone to zone

migration flows for -over 3,000 pairs of zones are available for further
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research and analysis for the needs of the Commission:or the states, or the
studies of researchers. some zonal data is planned .for inclusion in a
separate report on the characteristics.of migrants, based on the 19654970
period, and the 15 percent Crisus sample. A computerized data file'is
being prepared at the Commission by the data processing staff to provide
access to these special tabulations from the 1970 Census.
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